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PADUCAH. KY.. FRIDAY EVENING. APHIL 12 1907.

10 CENTS 11E11 WEEK

WEATHER FORECAST.

MARSHAL IS HELD
IN THIS COUNTY

t,

NOT WORRIED.

PLEA FOR PUBLIC

JURY DISAGREES

TO ASSIST PLAN

Wado Brown Will Have His
Hearing Tuesday

Interurban Promoters Have
Good Eastern Backing

He Says Shooting of Young Bolton
Yesterday AVat. Entirely Accidental.

Illinois Branch of Proposed Extension Received Encouraging
Impetus.

SYMPATHY

RAVE NOT GIVEN Ti' PROJECT

MANY

EXPRESS

IN THAW'S CASE
.Jury Spent Time in Digesting
Rehashed Evidence
Were Out Nearly Fifty Hours and
Received Considerable Further
lestruction,

HIS FAMILY SEEMED WORRIEXI
s
Wade Brown, deputy United States
Special from.Du Quoin, Ill., to the
Fair tonight and Saturday, colder
New York, April 12.—(Bulletin
marshal who shot and killed James
St.
Louis
Globe-Democrat, under
3:33 o'clock)— The Thaw jury dims
Bolton, a bootlegger, near Hick- tonight. Highest temperature yesterdate of April 3. says that the Carneagreed,
man. Fulton county, was brought to day, 48; lowest today, 88.
gie
Trust company, of New York city
McCracken county last night at
has subscribed to the $2,000,000
New
York, April 12.— With
9 o'clock by Sheriff Sceat, of Fulton
BONILLA GIVES UP.
Thaw's
county, who came here as a guard.
jurors
bond
having been out 46
issue
of
the
Du
Quoin,
BelleNew Orleans, April I2.—J.
hours without reaching an agreehere
Marshal Brown will remain
ville- & St. Louis railway, a proposed
Weinberger received a cable from
ment, it is believed by attorneys and
until his examining trial at Hickman
interurban line connecting
those
President Zelaya, of Nicaragua,
officials abofit the court that the only
Tuesday
They came in at, 8:30
towns.
stating that President Bonilla, of
possible result is a mistrial. When
o'clock.
Mr. D. R. Archer, who is interestHonduras, who had taken refuge
court vcivened
"The shooting was purely accidenthis afternoon
ed
in
the
proposed
interurban
from
at Amapala, had surrendered.
there
tal," Marshal Brown stated, "and
fttle hope of a verdict.
Paducah to Mayfield and Fulton, is
The jury lunched in the jury room
this'will be my defense. I am apprevice president of the company, and
ROUGH mon
in order to avoid the immense mob
ciative of the sympathy shown me
it is the intention of the promoters to
that surrounded the court hou.ie.
Washington, April 12.—The
Over 50 prominent men in Paducah
make this line a connecting link In
Crowds were elrisen
have called me up over telephone to
presklent made an address this
batk
under
a system of interurbans from
St.
'heavy blows of the polite and
extend their sympathy and in Fulton
afternoon at Arlington cemetery
reLents south, passing through Padumeined a block away, awaiting still
county I was shown much sympathy
at the unveiling of the mmnucah.
more eagerly the words that would
and courtesy. It was through the
ment erected- in honor of the
When requested to give some intell the story they hope to hear.
courtesy of the sheriff that I was
Rough Riders. Members of the
formation about the progress of the
Thaw still claims he is not alarmed
permitted to tome_ to Paducah and
diplomatic corps were
e- from here south
tdand is full of confidence that be will
finish my work. I have telegraphed
The RevRev. Dr. Stafford delivered
day authorized the following statebe acquitted, but his nervousness
Marshal Long at Louisville, notifythe oration.
The West: "Great Scott! I thought for a .-ninute I'd busted a whifftetree or something.
ment:
wes_
Gicidap, Dolly."
does not bear out this assertion.
ing him if the shooting' and asking
"Mr. Archer has been In Paducah
The Thaw jury went to hreakfast
him to send a man down to fill my
—Ding in Des Moines Register.
SHOT IN BACK.since the middle of last October, tryearly this morning and returned to
place when federal court convenes
BeattyvIlle, Ky., April 12.—
ing to interest local people In the
the criminal court building at 9:15
Monday.
The dead body of Jesse Abner
line from Paducah to Mayfield, Fulo'clock
and at once resumed consid"I shall not make any statement
was round lam night near town.
ton and Hickman."
eration of the ease.
about the shooting other than that
The inquest today developed that
"Mr. B. II. Scott and H. H. LovWomen of the Thaw family arIt was accidental. I will be given a
he was shot three times In the
ing are interested with Mr. Archer
rived at the court buildlng at 10:25
regular examining trial Tuesday,and
back and robbed. Warrants have
and some Hickman and Brookport
o'clock and immediately went to
the inquest, I think, will not eut any
been issued for three young men
the judge's chamber. Evelyn, who
People have been interested in a
figure in my case."
past show some uncertainties as to
supposed to have knowledge of
small way."
left the building
in an exhausted
Brown had James Bunch, another
LOUISVILLE FIRE
title. The present system of electing
the crime.
condition last night, appeared much
Nup.e Odd Facts Brought to of trustees
"Mr. Archer feels that the propprisoner charged with bootlegging, in
was not established until
refreshed. Mrs. William Thaw put
osition that he would like to get loJail at Hickman yesterday when the
1869 and from that date the election
Liiiht_in
Abstracting
Title
MEN
HOLDING
OUT.
up the same brave front. Thaw passcal people to consider is one worthy
shooting occurred.
intended
He
CAUSED BY TORCH
of trustees by wards has continued
Lorain, 0., April 12.—Sevenof attention of the citizens of Paduto Propr
bringing Bunch here yesterday for
Conveyed by practically in unaltered form, In ed another apparently sleepless night
in the Tombs, He tossed and tumty4Ive strikers returned to work
cah as it would be a very profitable
trial. The warrant against Bolton
-Scheel Beard 04141 Fellows 1884 the various school iteta.of the bled on :his bed.
_
at the yards of the American
line, if built, and certainly would be
will be returned marked, "executed",
legislature were simplified and reLouisville, April 12.— The piano
Early today all approach to the
of vast benefit to Paducah. He has
Ship Iuilding company today,
as Bolton was under arrest when he
duced to a coherent whole.
jury room was carefully barred and
a thoroughly responsible financial house of Smith & Nixon, at 622
all laborers. Nearly all of the
tried to escape."
The abstract of the title is long
no one could say bow the Jury stood.
concern
in the east that will give a Fourth avenue, was destroyed by fire FINISHES HIS 3VOILX TO
skilled union mechanics are still
After a consultation this morning
and involved much labor.
After 31 hours of unsuceeesful degilt-edge bond of $100,000 to build today. The tire originated from a
out. It Is announced the combetween Circuit Judge William Reed
liberation the Thaw
jury was at
the proposed road, and complete it in plumbers' assistant falling into a
pany has all the raffled labor
and County Judge R. T. Lightfoot, it
'E.
CROSS
CITIZEN
11:4-0 o'clock ordered locked up for
12 months but in order to complete pile of excelsior with a lighted torch
was decided to permit Mr. Brown to
needed,
Quaint facts and picturesque conkiE THE UNITED STATES.
the bight by Justice Fitzgerald and
this arrangement,lt is necessary - for in his hand. In a short time the enbe guarded at his home and George
ditions
in
the
early
history
of
tire
place
was
Mcablaze.
Later
natural
the eastern people to be brought
the chance for a verdict seems more
Ragland was appointed special depuOtto E. C;NO'..als.g, machinist and naM'CLISLLAN GONE.
here and inspect and approve the pro- gas mains burst. Smith & Nixon's Cracken county and
the developdistant the,n ever.
ty sheriff to gtflird him.
tive of Germany, was granted final
New
York, April 12.—A
lose
is
$50
000;
Finzer
&
Hamill's
ment of Its public school system,
posed route."
This was the most ,trying and
naturalization papers today, and is a
sweeping investigation of all
nerve-racking day of the world fam"Certainly the Citizens of Paducah loss $6,000; Mrs. John Sale, owner have -been disclosed by Judge -E. H.
PNEUMONIA KILLS MOTHER
citizen
of the United States. He came
city departmPnts by a legialaous trial. Every one connected with
can appreciate what great value such of the building, $55,000. She carries Pury-ear in his research among the
AND CHILD IS CRITICAL.
to this country first In the early ninetke -committee with powers siminsurance
$45,000.
Chief
of
Fire
Tymusty
records
of
the
county,
In
an
the case from the most unimportant
a line would be to the city, and Mr.
came back in
ilar to that of the Lenox commitson's hands were cut. Several other effort to show a clear title to the ties, but returned,
proposition
Archer's
urt attache, including the prisoner.
ought
be
to
Mrs. Eddie leign, 38 years old.
a few years and made application in
tee has been asked for Governor
Longfellow building, to be used in
carefully investigated and if feasi- persona were injured.
his {amity, the lawyers for both the
stfe of Mr. James Robert Leigh, pro1900 for papers. He was then not
Hughes by
Mayor McClellan.
transferring that property by
the
ble, encouraged liberally by the citiprietor of the Commercial House,
of age and was compelled to wait defenslesestid the prosecution and the
This is *cognized as a bold
OFFICERS ELFX,`TED BY
school
board
Odd
to
Fellows.
the
The
zens
of
Paducah
along
those
and
jurors,
s,susshOWZN.,
the
pe
,the effects of the
Third and Jefferson streets, died yeschallenge to the mayor's enemies
UNION DEPOT COMPANY. abstract of the title will be delivered until he had attained his majority.
propoted line."
terday afternoon of pneumonia after
Cr6ss
married
Miss
who have been
Theresa Hummaking court
today to the committees from the
The jury by ItsNa.stion in cal:ing
an illness of ten days She was born
At the annual meeting of the stock school board aud Odd Fellows, who mel, daughter of Mr. Fred Hummel.
threats of Aldermanie investifor exhibits in the cab.knd by hawin this county and a few days ago
holders of the Paducah Union Depot have the negotiations in charge, and
gation.
ing read to them the testi...tang of
CANDIDATES NOT
moved from ale Zion to Paduoah.
company, the following officers were it will show the property free from APPEAL IS TAKEN FROM
witnesses which has a bearing "on the
She leaves a 'husband and four chilREED SALARY DECISION
elected for the ensuing year: Presi- all possible entanglements.
With
HAUGH TO DIE,
sanity
of Thaw at the time he kil
dangerousdren, the youngest being
ANXIOUS TO OPEN dent J. T. Harahan; vice preeident. its acceptance by the Odd Fellows' Papers in the
Columbus, 0., April 12.—Dr.
White chow that they had abandoned
ly ill of pneumonia and not expected
appeal from the decommittee the first payment of VI,W. J. Harahan; treasurer, Otto
Oliver Crook Haugh, of Dayton,
consideration of Deimos' "unwritten
to live. The funera: win take place
0e0 will be made by that lodge to rision of Special Judge John K. HenNau; secretary, W. G. Ben. The
F.ru
convicted
of
law" plea. They were wrestling with
murdering
his
this afternoon at 3 o'clock. The
dricks
who
decided that the fiscal
meeting was held at the company's the school board.
father, mother and brother and
the question at
whether or not the
burial will be in the family cemetery
Each Seems to be Waiting For offices, Fifth and Broadway. The Judge Puryear's abstract takes the court may supplement Circuit Judge murder of the to
burning their bodies, will die in
architect
was a cold
Reed's
salary,
near Mt. Zion.
were
mailed yesterstockholders are: J. T. Harahan, W. property back to 1808 when by act
the electric chair next Friday.
blooded, premeditated one or whethOthers to Start Fire Works J. Harahan, J J. Gavin, Charles of
day
with
a
request
that
the
case
be
the legislature, certain lands in
The board of pardons today req•.Thaw's mind waa in such
unCHARLES COX ADMITTED
Before Democratic Primary Reed, George C. Thompson, Cliff each county were set aside for school advanced on the court of appeals sound and highly wrought upanstate
jected his application for clemdocket.
The
fiscal
court
allowed
TO PRACTICE OF LAW
Paxton.
purposes,
This was the first step toRodeo and W. F.
ency.
as a result of Evelyn's story of her
May 2
ward pub:Ic education in the coun- Judge Reed $1,200 in addition to
ruination that the sight of her behis regular salary of $3,000.
Mr. Charles Cox, on of Mrs. Arty.
In
1830
the
birth of an actual
SNOW AT LOUISVILLE.
trayer caused him to lose all sense of
FIVE CONVICTIONS.
mour Gardner, and a popular )oung
school system took place, with an act
Louisville, April 12. —It is
right and wrong and that he did not
EXTRAORDINARY
PERSON
Mt. Sterling, Ky., April 12.—
SOME OF THFAI ARE EQUIPPED.
establishment
authorizing
man socially, was„admitted to the
the
of
snowing eteadily here today.
know,
as Delmas claimed, that he
Is
TIM
MIL
BUD
In
circuit
NANCE
court here five men
bar yesterday at Smithlawd and will
seminaries, and In 1839 a method of
was doing wrong in pumping White's'
wow convicted and Kent to the
financing
lotfor
thiough
schools
a
open an ofnee in this city. Mr. ('or
Hugh Flour for Starving.
The condition of Bud Nance who body full sal bullets.
penitentiary within
an
hour.
Is a graduate of the University of
Evanston. Wyo. April 12.--A spec- tery was authorized by the legislaHanging hack to see what his opwas
Shortly before noon the jury reshot by Katie Hite night before
crimes
The
ranged
from
horse
ture.
Michigan, and has studlea in
an
ponents will do is the attitude of ial train of 35 car loads of flour went
last, is about the same today. He turned from lunch to he sent to the
stealing to grand larceny. This
office in this city.
That
route
morality
an
Esaneton
en
simply
attiis
Last
night
through
most of the Democratic candidates In
has developed a slight fever, but the jury roistit. Court then took a recerS
is the quickest work ever rethe primary to be held May 2. It Is to China for the famine sufferers tude toward any custom, is proven doctors believe he will recover. Dr. until 2 o'clock.
corded here, and makes eight
'authorising
a
by
this
all
act
of
takes
DR. PIEPER DECLINES
the
state
precedence
over
The
train
less than 20 days ugt11 the primary
The mother, wife and tvro sisterCarl M. Sears, who is assisting in
penitentiary sentences for the
Ottery, a thing which public sentiCALL TO THE LUTHERAN.
takes place and public speaking will classes of freight.
treating
Ni4TICA,
Mothers of the lefondent were
and
stated
today
that
an
present term.
ment now stamps as pure gambling.
— —
begin In the next week or ten days.
ordinary person
would doubtless in the ertaninal court build:lig tip to
governmenand
th antithesis of the
The Rev. Mr. Pieper, of Wa-terloe.
Thirteen Men Convicted.
Nearly every
mayoralty candidate
have been killed by the shock. Nance the itult minute, and when it was *rIll., who was recently called to the
ellINVSE FAMINT14.
There were thirteen convictlenn tal Policy. This act chartered J. F
seen says he will go on the stump if
exhibits remarkable nerve.
ally announced that the jury hiut
Harris,
James
Hynes,
John
Bell,
partorate of the German
Shanghai, china, %pill 12.—
Lutheran
his opponent does, and all leave the during the April term of criminal
en lockod np for the night and
Small
Flraxton
David
Patton,citS.
chureh on South Fourth street, has
Famine conditions are growing
senReed
not
ban
but
court
Judge
initiative to some one who will take
there waa no longer any prospect of
!sena
county,
hold
of
the
a
to
lotmore severe. The Chineme govdeclined to leave his present charge.
the lead. Colonel Charles Reed oays tenced the prisoners.
a verdict before tomorrow they retery similar to the Loulalana lottery. BOY IS STABBED
The church, here has not yet decided
ernment and people have contribhe does not expert to speak publicly
turned to their hotel creetfallen.
over
to
sum
$100.Was
be
in
not
a
It
what further steps to take In the matuted over four million dollars to
under any circumstances. "Ever‘
Twice during the day the jury filed
000 and part of the profits from the
voter is 21 years old," said Colonel BARGES SINKING
the famine relief. The situation
ter, but will at a business session
IN QUEER MANNER Into the court room and asked ag.
accrued
the
tottery
Mate
to
and
were
Reed, "and T believe is perfectly
consider the refusal and other names
is so desperate that Anemic-anu
sistance of the court to endeavor to
to be distributed for schools and 0thable to /smite up- his mind without
are urged to ghe three millions
that are before them,
bring *boat an • agreement.
purposes
follows:
'r
Onssfourth
as
my talking publicly about the race"
In the next three wecice, not for
NEAR BROOKPORT to the wharf; one-fourth to
the
Patake
"I'll
the
Stooping
stump
other
to
pick up a rock in his
If the
GRAIN MARKET.
Christian,
humanitarian
hut
luesth Female Seminary and one- play with a companion,
Trusty prisoners at the counlf
eandhiatee do." said Mr. Dick Davis,
Ray Hines,
Cincinnati, April 12.---Wheat,
work.
are today cutting the court house
Paducah Male Seminary. 15 years old, son
the
jail
half
to
candidate
for
mayor.
It
Is
of Mrs. May Hines,
understood
70; corn, 401b; mita, 40.
Brookport river men sent a hurry
The courses of development of the 928 North- Seventh stereel, received lawn and as «am as warmer weather
that Colonel Joe Potter is prepering
GOVERNMENT SCORES.
some red hot stump speeches and call to Paducah this morning for a wbools is tortuous from the author- a deep cut In his left side from an sets, In plants and flowers will be ast
ELKS INSTALL OFFICERS
Chicago, Ill.. April 19.—A
to conic down there to izing of the lottery until the next open knife which he had in his ins out. The grass in the court house
kn,sx-rgy A WEEK AGO. sweeping victory was gained by Mr. Harrison's friends say he win steamboat
talk straight to the people when he 41e1/0 save four bargee that were be- dep which brings the Longfellow sklo pocket. Ray Rime and Gilbert yard hap been green all winter.
the government today in , the
log swamped by leaks and the high -iroperty Into view. In 1848 this Hilly.intrirnyell of the Starks-Ullman
goes; on the atninp.
The 111km lodge test evening inprowention of the Standard Oil
The barges were heal& Y sroperty was sold to the achooi cflYn- Saddlery eompany,were
An option hos been "sewed on- the.
In
the
clerk's
race
mutual
agree- wind.
stalled officere Ce
scuffling this
.
c.Irl Iwo tggs sAtelliPssaa.sjossalmseastaassardsaleasMAW:
—Eassiiede-Sente--ieh% Deirvatr --911141-794UEr •E11111191
hook 1/11114 &MA to lead to the property wan given in of tote factory when the accident and Ninth streets; on Oterk
may do away win, the stump speak- 00°. Pbe T.
' named the appointive Aker,• as
gnash the indletnamt
against
Mg. In the other races, except the Brookport immediately as they had 1870. The property has
teen In the happened. The blade went Into his and is being considered an a ssite4109
'
follows: Jake Friedman, chaplain,
the trust or take the cense from
Jailer's rare the Interest. Is not keen been brought In yesterday by that nommen/lion of the schools !Ong enough side several inches but no serious A new school house. The rotnInIthelli
John Treat, etequire, Mud B. E. Sant
els Iti•-y. The came will go to the
enough to 'tart the candidates to towboat. The Rook is pumping them ,o give the board of education a wound will result. Dr. 3 D. 'Robert- is finding it hard to procure_ *See' toe
hare, MIMI*.
Jury on its merite.
Oratory.
the proposed new schtwiL
out sad probably will save them all. clear title even should the remote son dressed the injury.
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Paducah School System Founded On
A Lottery Scheme Of Former Years
_
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Headache and Sleeplessness
Mrs. W.Rorer,of Rock.
vIlle Center, L, I., suffered
so from headaches and net*,
vous trouble that she could
not sleep.

219-323 Brioadway.

Will Take Place on

Nights of

Varpetel, Vurtain4, 2iattings
gugs,5hades, inoleurns

law itcs. W. T. Boiling Will Deliser Baccalaureate sermon
June 2.

W

HIGH SCHOOL ENTERTAINMENT.

E are ready to serve you new goods; now open. prettier than ever and sit
endleas N'ariety from which to choose.
We are offering some very at
tractive bargains right now.

Velvet and argosel carpets

`Carpet Oize gugs

Velvet carpets, the best wearing carpet
made, in plain and floral effects, with and
withont borders, at,.
*1.15 and $1 Og
Brussels Carpets in parlor and bed room
patterns and hall and stairs . _Bac, 75c, aac
Ingrain Carpets, all wool, half wool and
quarter wool
75e, 55c, 40e

Carpet size Rugs in Brussels, Velvet and
Axminster, 3x4 yards, 354x4SS yards and
415 yards at.
.

Cocoa Foot
Mats
bee to *I 75

Commencement night tor the white
pupils of the High school will be June
6, and the following night will be the
colored commencement. The cone:
mittee to which the matter was referred has set these dates and the exercises will be held at the* Kentucky theater.
The Rev. W. T. Bolling, of the
Broadway Methodist church, has been
selected to preach the baccalaureate
sermon on the morning of June 2.
High School Enteruiuunent.
Preparations are being made by
the Junior class of the High school
for the play to be given the last of
the present month <settle first part of
May. "A Oase of Suspension," a
clever little college story has been
selected. The play will be given in
the auditorium of the High school.
The boys in the minstrel to be
given at the High school next Thursday evening are rehearsing diligently and will have everything in shape
at the appointed time.

*45.00, *32.50, *5740. *25.00, *20.00
and 1,15.00.

Special value in Reverible Wool Rug,extra
heavy, 3x4 yards
*11 50
Foot Stools in all

gug Zargain
I bale 3x6 ft. Wilton Velvet Rugs, tioral and oriental
patterns, wortn $4.00, at
WOO

shapes and sizes

WC to $176

opeeial in !face `curtains
A special value In White Lace Curtains, extremely wide, worth regular $1.25 and
we offer in this sale at
.
Our line of medium priced curtains is especially pretty this Season at

.50, which
*I 00

$1.50, *2.00,

We have some beauties. We will sell a tine $2.50 curtain in this sale at
-.......$2 00
Something new in novelty patterns that will interest you. They come in white, arab, green
and red nets at
*3.00, *3.30, *COO

9ortiers

For front dcors, atg., we Wive -a most as-

Portiers in an endless variety in both fringe
and bordered, any shade or color, to match
your room: rope curtains in single and
double door sizes-anything you want in
portiere we have. Prices range
from.
..........$1.75 to *13.50

teusive 11111Portment of madras, fish nets,
figured seta, etc., in white, cream, arab,
red, green and stripes, at 25c, 30c, 45c, 50c
and up to $1.50 yard.

et its Aala and Jiang liour Window dkades.

.alungs

We

Wilitij.$oxes

RIVER NEWS
borqboift

River Stages.
Cairo
29.2
Chattanooga
9.4
Cincinnati
25.2
Evansville
18.-5
Florence
7.4)
Johnsonville
10.9
Louisville
9.2
Mt. Carmel
7.1
Nashville
24.9
Pittsburg
4.'4
St Louis
17.2
Mt. Vernon
17.0
Paducah
241.0

are "Only the .
46(4i.

:finoleums

Matting& in all the dependa- Utility boxes for shirt waits
ble grades, a splendid assort- and skirts_
*2.50 toil 50
ment. We offer a special
Screens of all kinds
value in a very heauy China
.... $1 00 to /43 50
matting, close weave, worth
25c, at, yard
20c Table covers._ 40c to $3.50

MILS. C. 15' KOILLit.

She has failed to derive any benefit
fnarn The many other remedies she tried.
She has been cempletely cured and restored to health, and now enjoys restful
sleep, thanjo to DUFFY'S PURE
MALT WHISKEY.
Mrs. Rorer is 64 years of age r.r.1
cannot say too much in praise of this
,,reet family medicine.
"1 have been a constant sufferer
from headache and nervcas troubles,
sometimes lying awake at night. I saw
your advertisement in the paper and
made up my mind to r-y your medicinal
whi.kyand it did me so much good
that I continued it, but now only take
it in the evening and at noon time. I
think that it is b.-Ates than tay msedicine
I can get. I have nct had the doctor
once since I commenced Using it. I
thank you again and again for the good
it has done me. My zze is 64 years."
G. W. RORER, Rockville
Centre, L. I., Dec. 3, 1906.
The above unsolicited testimonial of
Mrs. Rorer is similar in its words of
praise to many letters received daily
from men and women throughout the
wet12, in all walks of life, who have
been permanently cured by DUFFY'S
PURE:Amer WHISKEY,the greatest of all medicines.

Liaoleunis for halls, kitchen,
offices, etc. This floor covering has no superior. We are
showing all the better grades.
A glacial value, extra heavy,
in this sale, square yard 60c

0
0.4
.0.9
0.9
0.4
0.8
0.2
0.1
0.9
04
0.4
0.0
0.4

rise
fall
tail
rise
rise
rise
rise
rise
fall
st'd
rise
rise
rise

•

Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey

Is a:cognized everywhere as the unfailing specific for the cure of consumption, nerves:mesa, typhoid, rnsJaria, every form
of sionmeh troahle, all diseases of the elect sod lungs, and all run, down and weakened -conditions of the brain arid hody. It
restores youthful vigor to the cold by notirisesig a el feeding the vit-1 forces of life, and maintains t'se I ealth wet strength I the
young. It S. a food already digested. It is prescribed by doctors of all schools, is used in all the leadiug hospitals of the world,
and i., recognized as a fartely mecficine evere.vhere. It is absolutely pure. Medical advice and a valuable illustrated booklet on '
diseases sent fret, Our guarantee is on every bottle.
nuffy's Pure halt Whiskey is sold by all first--class druggists,grocers and dealers, Or direct, in sealed batiks only. Price
$1.00. See that the" Old Chemist"trace-mark is on the label. Look ior it carefully, and talus substiturao
OM you
#1.10010
14 after all other remedies have failed. Dully Man Whistey Co., Rochester, N. Y.
.0"01041
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June 6 and 7

issippi last night after a hard trip
up -against the wind. The Eagle
go south immedtate:y after logs for
a St. Louis Lumber company.
"De Castella", as the rousters call
the Ayer-Lord Tie company's CnstaIla, is doing harbor work here. The
roosters usually put their own picturesque pronunciation ou the names
of the boats,, and true to the music
In their nature, Improve them by
the change into more eaphonious
sounds. Such names as the Savannah,
Saltillo, "Georgy Lee," and others
are subject to this treatment.
The Georgia lee left Memphis last
night at 8 o'clock and will pass here
for Cincinnati Saturday evening.
The Peters Lee left Cincinnati on
time and wile pass here Saturday go-

March seems to have postpontd its
characteristic quality, clod, unti:
April. The river today was dangerous
If your furniture needs recovering see our stock of upholstery goods. We have a
for small craft and difficult for the
very large stock from..
hig beets. Towboats could make but
50C to $2.50 per yard
stow time, against It antl-She packets
sometimes find it necessary to tie up
PHON
141.
for ajew hours. After falling steadily from March 25, when the stage
vitia 41.3, the river has started back
up the hill, the lest 24 hours sheetlug a rise of .4. The stage on this
HENRY B. HARRIS
date last year 39.51 Business wait
mraoroar
Presents
dull at the wharf today.
Activity among the showboats inThe Biggest Success
dicates the approach of warm weather if the actual conditions do not.
In America
The Charles B. Pierce passed up last
night from Helena, Ark., with a
Toitight-"Lion and the Mouse." showboat in tow going to an Ohio
Monday Night-Thomas Q. Sea- river point to begin the season.
hrooke in "The Man on the Boa."
The excursion steamer W. W. tied
AND TilE
up here will begin the season the
"The Lion and the Mouse."
first Sunday in may with an excurIn the struggle between "Ready sion out of Cairo.
Money" Ryder, financial king. and
Captain F. Gent's showboat, being
Shirley Ressmore, the daughter of built at the dry docks, is getting
man whom he has intrigued against along steadily, though slowly, and AN AMERICAN PLAY OF ABand who Is in love with Ryder's son. will be ready to go out sometime In
SORBING INTEREST.
Charles Klein in "The Lien and the May.
By Charles Klein.
Mouse" has brought about compilCentral Labor rition's excursion
,cations that furnish excellent dra- on the familiar Island Queen will be Second year in New York, six
matic scenes of an intensity and ap- run out of here the latter part of months it. Boston,
four months in
I pea; such as have not been witnessed Cats month.
Chicago.
The big combine towboat Boaz
l on the stage In recent years. For
PRICES
the interpretetIon of its principal passed up yesterday laboring against
ichareeters Mr. Harris has shown the wind with 30 empties, bound for Entire Orchestra.
.$1.50
First five rows balcony_.........
$1.00
newt wisdom in the selection of an Pittsburg.
The Vincettnes left yesterday for Balance balcony
.75
sspeekally line cast to Interpret the
.50
;Say whist) ia worthy in every' waY the Cumberland river after a tow of Gallery
ties.
of the best actors
Tonight at the
The towboat Eagle with a string
Keutucky.
of empties for the West Kentucky
Coal company arrived from the Mies"Man on the Box."
Wm.
Walter N. Lawrence is now one
if Anierioas foremost theateical TO THE LADIES Owing to its unprecedented
managers and his greatest star and
success last February.
If you have a coat, skist or
i • tractlea is Thomas Q. Seshrooke In
at
that needs cleaning or prescing. nu
The Man on the Box," which comes should avail yourself of this golden
to the Kentucky on Monday night
N. Lawrence
opportunity, as we have with us,
Or. seabrooke's play is "The Man for a few weeks, Mr. It. L.Davis of
Nastiville,
Presents again
has been connected
on the Box," a dralhatisation of Har- with some who
of the largeat cleaning
old McGrath's famous novel of that cstabllebments in 1,he °WOW
We guarantee this work to be
title, and tes principal eharecter Is a
perfect In every respect. Call 15(11'
Part absolutely ideal far Mr. Sea- and we will
have Mr. Davis call on
brookeSs personality and versatile you and give you prima. If you
would
have your men folk's clothes
;dents. Packed hattees and ottsdaand well premed advise Harold Maetlrath'e Famous Novel
aey newspaper notices testify that clean
them to become a member of our
he success of his fur l• quit* av Pressing Club. Every garment is
sreat as he scored In his comic opera thoroughly brushed and all spots redays as the star of "The Isle of moved before it is pressed.
hamislisine." "Florodsara" and "A
Club Membership $1.00
Eacluaive Bohn Refrigerator Agents.
'hInese ffoneyrnoOn."
per month.

ins down to Memphis.
. The Kentucky- arrived this `morning from the Tennessee river with e
good trip and will leave tomorrow
evening for the same stream.
The Dick Fowler lazily cleared for
Cairo this morning going down
stream "akiting" In the face of the
wind.
The John Hopkins arrived this afternoon from Evansville and departed for the same point after Cleaning
up the business here.

•

dal change, but probably a slight
ritseetiarieg the next 12 to 24 hours.
From Me Vernon to Cairo, very little change during the next 12 to 24
hours.

The Tennessee, from Florence to
Riverton, will fall slowly during the
next 12 to 24 hours. At Johnsonville,
will rise slowly during the next 12
hours, and probably fall thereafter.
The Mississippi, from below St.
Louis to Cairo, no material change
during the next 12 to 24 hours.
The Wabash, at Mt. Carmel, will
Official POTPCNitS.
fall sSowly during the next 12 to 24
The Ohio at F:vanaville, no mate- hours.

Ii

Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
MtKentuckyBOTH
ELECT
RICAL
SUPPL
IES
TO=NIGHT

511 rd yloor

For Quick Action Use SUN Want Ads.

House wiring, electric plants installed.
Complete machine shop.

122-124 N.Fourth Ott.

Phoneme 787

TtlEATRICIL NOTES

IMPORTANT
ANNOUNCEMENT
have pleasure in saying that by
WE special
arrangement with TUE

WIIITE ENASEL REFRIGERATOR CO., of St. Paul,
an expert from the factory will be at
this store for two days, beginning April
12th, and will explain refrigeration to
our customers. The White Enamel Refrigerator Co. manufacture Bohn Syphon
Refrigerators. These are famous as
being used exclusively by The Pullman
Co. and FIFTY of America's most important railroads for dining and refrigerator cars, and by Rector's, The
Waldorf-Astoria and other well known
restaurants, cafes and clubs. It is recognized by then4 as perfect refrigeration
and the expert will show you the reason
WHY The Rohn Syphon Refrigerator
has taken first place. Refrigerator iced'
and stocked as in use. Demonstration
begins at 9 a. m.

THE HON

I

EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE

MOUSE

Monday Night, April 15
Walter

1

SE.- XlInc7673# KE

Ope hundred Years ago the West
lii
mospiled anput one-half of

on the decline. The world's erop
or beet sugar la-now about 6,800,0ou
••
•

Prompt delivery in covered wagon.

THE MAN
ON THE BOX

Fujuttss,Atssits-stui],Drawswtretlivr&WaveS. E.
Prep
Both Phones 1007.,

Prices: 25, SIL 50, 75, 111 and

Seta ea sale Saturday.

4

Real Estate Agency.
FREE REAL ESTATE PRICE LIST
Fraternity Building.

Both Phones 835

We Use the King of All I
Bosom Ironers.---Why?
First-Because it irons smoothly, not rough.
Second-The button holes or stud holes match.
Third-Negligee shirts with buttons are ironed perfectly
and without injnry.
Fourth-It irons either stilt or plaited bosoms like new, and
the "hump" so often seen is missing.
No other like it in West Kentucky.
sending us your laundry.

Satisfy yourself by

24ELTAR-2-64sei-UNDRA
,
rim*

Both Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St.

I
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gemnants

Remnants
2I9-2Z3 BROADWAY

Yirst Vick of gemnants from dpring Jtoe
Ylaeed n &Ile Jaturdaq.

Remnants

Remarkable Values in go:mauls for Jaturdaq.
f11 Yew and Yresh.

of Remnants from the new spring goods has been gotten out and will be placed on sale Saturday. Remnants from every stock in house are included in this sale.
THEandfirstwillpick
be placed on center counters with prices and lengths marked on them, to enable you to find for yourself what you can use. When we say remnants we mean lengths
of one yard to single dress patterns in dress goods, and like proportions in other piece goods. When we say remnants from every stock we mean every stock—wool dress goods,
calicos, percales, ginghams, domestics, embroideries, laces, trimmings, white goods, cotton suitings, fancy suitings, etc. We mean for this tale to sweep out all the odds and
ends which have accumulated from the spring cuttings, and in order to make a clean sweep we have priced accordingly and will leave on sale for ONE WEEK, beginning Saturday. Now the wise and conservacire buyer will come early 'Ind select her preferences first.

germants

,entnants

There were some changes made
dence Methodist church, three miles
from the original survey of last
nota'sof this place, are very much
summer in which all of S. R. Douthexercised over the
dynanitting of
it's farm except nine acres were
thein houtie of worship SatuSdaY
left-out and this nine acres included
WOMAN'S
CLUB
INHABITANTS HAS CITY OF MAY- his dwelling house.
HOLDS
ON night. The citizens of the vicinity today subscribed $100 as reward for
FIELD___NOW.
THURSDAY. APRIL 18.
All of Esq. Morris' place was left
the apprehension and arrest of the
out with the exception of 100 feet
guilty persons. The reward
was
fronting the road which runs east
placed in the hands of the sheriff of
and west. The line goes to Mrs. R. E.
Educational Department Will Have Todd county, and he was
Corporation Line of Graves County
instructed
Griffith's then south, taking in all of
(-barge and Noted Speaker
Capital Extended Out Into
to employ a detective at the expense
the Farthing addition, both the firsts
Country.
Will Be Heard.
of the citizens. No motive can be asand second additions.
signed
for the act, but it is believed
The reason the court decided to
to be purely wanton. The vandals
deviate from the survey and leave
The open meeting of the Woman's fired off a charge of dynamite under
Mayfield, Ky., April 12.— The city out certain property was on account
c:ub for Thursday, April IS, will be the folding doors at the front of
of Mayfield won a victory Wednes- of it being farming lands.
It will be some time in May be- in charge of the department of edu- the church, on Saturday night, shatday afternoon in circuit court when
Judge Ilugg decided in Its favor to fore the city can assume jurisdiction cation. Mrs. Herbert W. Mengel. of tering the front part of the house
over .tires-new allotted territory.
Loulsvi4le will make the-address and and breaking about 75_111dows.
enlarge the corporate limits.
her subject will be "The Citizen AsThe style of the suit was the city
The city of Vienna recentlx built a Patron of the Public Schools."
of Mayfield„ petition, ex parte and
has been, pending in circuit court for an electric fountain in one of its The meeting has been placed at 4
two terms on the latter trial but parks: It is very large and is capable o'clock to suit the convenience of
of seventy different effects of illum- many who may desire to attend. Mrs.
over a year in the other one.
Mengel has requested that the men
The line of extension covers
a ination.
of Paducah especially will be preswide scope of territory and when the
It makes a girl feel awfully sad ent and. wishes an open discussion
new sections are finally annexed the
city will have a population that will at times not to have anything to from the floor after her talk is finished. The Woman's club invites all
make her feel sad.
hover around the 10,000 mark.
who are interested in _thefl public
schools and educational advantages,
the board of education and the men
of the city especially to be present.
A large; number should respond to
this invitation. Paducah has been
mti6 in the limelight in recent
years in educational matters and it
behooves her interest should be indicated vigorously at this meeting.
Mrs. Mengel who is a member of the
Improve these minutes by the use of a New Phone, education
committee of the Kentucky Federation of Women's clubs,
for we give the quickest service in Pad uca h.
Made an address at the state federaCall Contract Department No. 650. tion meeting at Mt. Sterling, last
June on "Public Schools of Kenmuch notice.
tucky" that attracted
She is a specialist in educational
matters of Kentucky and for that
reason was selected by the educational Committee to present the subwill be entirely
ject. The meeting
without charge, and the public is
invited.

OPEN MEETING

TEN THOUSAND

illdVBSIAN FAMINE REPORT.
-Appeal, for Aid in Letter From Dr.
Kennard.
London, April 1. —Dr. Kennard
commissioner of the Society of
Friends, who was seat to investigate
the Russian famine. writing from
Samara, in the heart of the famine
dlitriet, tinder date of April 1.
peals to the United States and Great
Britain to promptly send help. He
says:
"There are 20,000;000 people distributed over the southeastern prow'
inces of Russia who without aid can
to see another harvest. In
Samara atone, the commissioner adds

S1.5nU

$1 25

mAtys Man's seamless russet blucher—
$1.50
yon can't match at priee.
Buys man's oil grain Creedmore, buckle
or lace
..... $1.50

Buys wan's seamless kip with gusset—
$1
I.75 one of the best
$1 75

You can't tell much about shoes, we know, from reading the price. The prices we name above, however, are
as cheap as if bought at wholesale. In addition we
show you many space forbids mentioning.

Out of Sight.
"Out of sight, out of mind," is an
old saying which applies with special
force to a 9ore, burn or wound that's
been treated with Bucklen's Arnica
Salve. It's
of sight, out
end out of existence. Piles too and
chilblains disappear under its healing
Influence. Guaranteed by all druggists.
"What a change a woman csan
make in a man's life?"
"Absi4es. And what an awful lot
of change she requires while doing
York Telegraph.

appeal to you. There is nothing here that is not absolutely "brand new,"
and our energetic merchandising methodc, which mean so much to you, will
assure you there will never be anything in Clothing or Furnishing here
that should not be, and nothing missing that should find place here.

We Irre specializing on some suits at $10, and will astonish you with
the splendid values we give you at that price. After a great effort we
secured a manufacturer to make us up a line to sell at this price along
lines laid down by us, and we make the assertion that $10 won't buy
the equal of these suits any where this season. The range of patterns and styles is large,
$1 0.00
so you are pot restricted to a few garments for selections

At $15 we show you a line of blue serges that are worth at least $2.50
more than the price. They are made expressly for us, and we know
their worth. But, we are not confined to serges for tremendous values
at $15. We show a great range of worsteds, thibets and cassimeres,
lined,
carefully
hand and head tailored throughout in all the popular styles and
full or half
shades of the season
it 15.00

At this price, of muse, we offer you a better garment, but, then, a
better value than that price will buy elsewhere
selections from all the. handsome fabrics s o
popular this season— the brown and gray tones, the checks and stripes
and the very popular stripe fabrics. The styles comprise the two or three button, slightly
$20.00
form tracing, medium length coata and the f 11 trousers
every price we give you
Our $20 line gives you

Another Suit Against Hargises.
Lexington, Ky.. April 13.— Butt,
for $50,000 damages was filed in
Jackeon yesterday by the administrators of the heirs to the estate of the
lata Dr. B, D. Cox, spinet James
Hargis.sWert Hargis, Ed Callahan,
John Abner. John Smith and Asbury
Spicer. and service was had upon the
The five years'
defendants there.
limitation expires Sunday. Judge
Hargis came to Lexington this morning. The defendants, It Is alleged in
the petition, assassinated Dr. Cox.

We Show Every Week NewThings in Spring and SuninteiShirts.
If

,roi have observed our windows closely, you all: mete we show you some new shirts every week, and that thes are always Use.

latest word in shirt offerings.
This weck

we are showing

the

new Cluster stripes, blue and white
in plain' besoms, 'the stripe running

Mist lave Pure Milk.
Louisville. Ky.. April -12.— The
pure food officials,—who for the past
week have been engaged In Inspecting the dairies of Jefferson county,
went to Lakeland Assslum this morning to inspect the dairy there and be
guests at the asylum for dinner today. The inspection wilt he suspended ante Monday morning on account of other business, which severe' members of the party are compelled to attend to. The inspection
will be completed Monday and Tuesday. and the delinquent will be ri ,
• ed to appear in, Magiatrate
court to have the sentence already rs
pronounced, imposed on them. No
eiterear-ww-wil
have had t e n c eat% up
Reward Vor Dynaiwiters.
Elkton. Ky AprIl 12
The resldentfi Of the neighborhood of Provl-

are starving. Of the latter only 372,70e are getting relief, a dole of one
meal in _24 hours.. As a uieal is. 0111Y
two pounds of bread and o bowl of
soup, this, according to the eoniMis.
stoner, means dying by degrees. Even
this mea.ger dole n„ couutless instances is divided among many
mouths. There are ouly suflieleut
funds on hand to iast untli May 1.
whereas money will be needed until
tre end of July. when the harvest will
bring relief. The commissioner
pecial:y appeals for canned milk. He
says there are 3.040,00,0 children in
Samara province who have no milk.
and are forced to eat coarse bread
made of acorns, powdered wood and

we did not give you the greatest values, and the newest and most excluI F sive
styles, the assurance that The New Store has no old stocks should

Western Kentucky Coal Operators.
Louisville, April 12.— The coal
operators of western Kentucky met
today at the Old Inn. Routine business was transacted and the board of
directors re-elected. This consists of:1
I. P. Bernard, president; F. B.Leight,1
of Bevies, vice president; D. Stewart MIlter, secretary.

$1,25
.
$150

750.,44,000 cucumbers, resulting in thousands of

And Just a Little Better for the Price Than You Will Find
Elsewhere.

NEWS OF KENTUCKY 1)

Buys man's veal shoe- a splendid
value, too-

and

Everything From the New Store is the Newest of
the New

PADUCAH HOME TE EPHONE CO, hu%

Oli will be surprised and pleased at the value we
are giving in Work Shoes—soft yet Inrable.

thousands are dying

up and down on the cuffs instead of
the usual encircling stripes.
are very swell, priced $1..50.

They

For $1 we show a great value in a
blue and white plaid shirt, plain
bosoms, cuffs, attached, coat
atf'e,
which is exceptional In a dollar shirt,
The money won't buy sucli (malty
anywhere elm. Just note the displays in our show windows now.

Another very pretty shin., some.
thing tiew, too, is our black and white
weave
figured Imported disequard
coat
shirt.
Plain bosoms, In the
by
made
attaeheci.
style, cuffs
Bates-Strefu, they are very distinc.1 lye garments. $2.

We Call Especial Attention to Our Children's Department.
Our children's departmeni is In keeping with the high standaid demanded of eveo one of our departments. There is nothing old
in if. A:: fresh stocks, the beet of the leading manufacturers, they comprise the greatest display of Jevettile apparel to be seen In
padocab. Every stile and fabric finds naturally a place here. Our prices ale front $2.541 to $1:1..
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know that the candidate for governor

has no desire to stand sponsor for
the tabucab Sun. anybody's
senatorial aspirations, but
AFTERNOON AND WEEKLY

BY THE SUN PUBLISHINOCO.
ratCoRroRATEE
IP. M. Fhillicst, Prenatal'
U. 9.'PAXTON. General MAnagra.
rarlasUltIPTIoN RATES.
Watered at the postolace at Petunia.
Ky.. aa second class mattse,
THE DAILY atIll
By currier, per week
By mall, per month, in edema .25
By mail, per year, in advanee.,.. 2.110
THE wEERLY SUE
Pee year. by man, po tags ead....Lell
Address THE SUN. Padua& Ey.
Para. III South Third.
Phones rag
a Young. Owego ania New
fork representatives.
"MITSUN can be tonal et the lenskw.1g places:
111. D. Clemente•
Van Cull° Bros.
Palmer House.
*eke Wilhelm'.

Iesewl
FRIDAY, APRIL 12.
CIRCULATION STATEMENT.

he should not be driven to make public announcement of the fact.
John Temple Graves was partially
right, nearer right than he knew,
when he said, Roosevelt stands., for
what is beet in Democracy. Roosevelt is the foremost American citizen He stands for all that is honest
as he sees it. and he stands for all
that is honest in Democracy as well
as in everything else. It Is Only at the
points where Democracy touches the
truth that Roosevelt seems to stand
on Democratic. principles.
Nick Longworth defies Cox and
the Cincinnati Machine in announcing for Taft. He deserves a better
fate than fame as his wife's husband.

Ediaraillovaliarr*vrerbawas,

DON'T WAIT TOO IA)Nli.

IN THE COURTS

At the, drat sign of Backache
or pain in the region of the Kidneys, or weakness and Urinary
trouble, the following
simple
prescription shou:d be used:

4

Fluid Extract Dandelion, onehalf ounce; Compound Kargon,
one ounce; Compound syrup
Sarsapari4a, three ounces. Take
a teaspoonful after each meal
and at bedtime.
Any good. prescription pharmacy wit:. supply these three ingredients at small cast, which
can easily be mixed by shaking
well in a bottle. This is said to
force Lc:41 Kidneys to filter the
sour acids and poisons from the
blood, overcoming the worst
cases of Rheumatism.

The Norwegian commission is putting the holders of the Nobel peace
DIES FOR ART.
Prize on a level with the wearers of
the Police Gazette prize ring medal,
Pitiful Tale of Musical Genius who
by making them talk.
Starved Himself.

Marcb-I907.
March 1..3885
March 16 .3792
Has that feltow, wno proposes to
March 2..3846
New York, April 12.- After slowMarch 18...3882
make
a dash to the pole in an auto, ly starving himself so that he might
March 4..3890
March 19...3871
March 5..3808
March 20...3870 made provision for being towed in? have money to gratify his ambition
March 6..3891
for a musical training, John G. McMarch 21...3872
March 7..3891
NEWS FOR NEW YORK.
Fadden
aged 32 years, died last
March 22...3775
When a man throws a shadow in night In the New York hospital.
March 8..3876
March 23...3806
March 9..3820
He came to this city last NovemMarch 25...3870 New York, everybody in the ManMarch 11..3846
March 26...3772 hattan archipelago is sure that the ber from Oberlin, 0., where he had
March 12..3995
March 27...3776 shiver must run from Presque Isle worked his way through college, deMarch 13..3943
March 28...3823 to San Diego and from Key West to voting himself especially to MUS1C.at
March 14..3848
March 29...3809 Puget Sound. Wherefore, after Mr. he had a voice of great promise. Then
March 15..3783
to
March 30...3813 Harriman had concluded the telling having saved sufficient money
Total
99,943 of the story of the doing up of the care for his mother and sister and
Average for March, 1907
3844 Alton and of the exploitation of the pave the way for a finishing course
Average *or Marc, 1906
37901 Union Pacific, the Illinois Central In music he came to New York and
Increase
64 and other lines, and had followed entered a elass in the Institute of
Personally appeared
before me, this up with an attack on the presi- music. There he attracted the attenthis April 1, 1907, E. J. Paxton, gen- dent, the New York Herald rushed tion of Prof. Klamroth, but suderal manager of The Sun, who af- to its multitudinous correspondents denly developed a catarrhal affection
firms that the above statement of throughout the country an order to which threatened to Wreck his prosthe circulation of Tha Sun for the get and transmit the Republican .teate'Teets of becoming a musical artist.
month of march, 1907, is true to the ty sentiment in their localities, as to
Through the friendship of Profesany changes to be seen in it effected sor Klarnroth he went to Dr. Percy
best of his knowledge and belief.
by his action. The first question in E. D. Malcolm for treatment. He had
PETER PURYEAR,
Notary Public the list was one asking if Mr. Roose- grown thinner and thinner, his her
or had turned to a grizzled gray and Dr.
My commission expires January velt has declined in popularity
public confidence because of the Malcolm warned him more than once
22, 1908.
Harriman attack.
Mirabile dictu! that he was not nurturing his body
The universal answer is that, so far properly. Last Monday De. Malcolm
ANNOUNCKMEN'TS.
from declining, the president has found McFadden on the verge of colFor Mayor.
grown several cubits in stature as a lapse in a chair in his office.
The Sun is authorized to announce
result of the attack. The Herald is a
Dr. Malcolm sent him to New
Charles Reed as a candidate for great newspaper though published York hospital, where he underwent
mayor, subject to any action of tee in New York, and prints its returns an operation for appendicitis, but the
without equivocation, as news for Its Poorly nurtured body could not stand
Democratic party.
readers. And its nose for news is as the strain.
The Sun is authorized to announce
infallible now as ever, for it most
Thomas B. Harrison as a candidate
have come as a revelation to the
NOT ROBERT STEELE.
tor mayor subject te the action of the
archipelago that even a president of
Democratic primary May 2, 1907.
the United States does not shrivel Marshal of Muttawa Thinks Floater
For City Assessor.
and shrink in every state of the unWas Colored Man.
The Sun is authorized to announce ion
when a Napoleon of highball fiJ. W. Orr as a candidate for the ofnance raises an issue with him.
Marshal William
MeCullotn, of
fice of City Assesror, subject to the
In every part of the country but Kuttawa, passed through Paducah
action of the Democratic primary that which
swarms around
the this morning en route home after inMay 2, 1907.
mouth of the Hudson river, it was spectin eta floater fou n d
near
The Sun is authorized to announpe
inatafttly- realized. when -Mr. Harri- ilrookport In the
river several days
the candidacy of Stewart Dick for the
man's letter to Sidney Webster was
ago.
office of city assessor, subject to the
printed so fast upon the heels of his
"I am positive it is not Robert
action of the Democratic party.
confessions to the Interstate comSteele, the lad who drowned at KittFor City Treasurer.
merce commission, that, without retawa," he stated, "and I am inclined
The Sun is authorized to announce
gard to which of the disputants is the
to believe that the body is that of a
J. W. McKnight as a candidate for
active and which the honorary memnegro
It Ss so badly decomposed
the office of City Treasurer subject
ber of the Ananias club, an attack
that identification is imposeible."
to the action of the Democratic party.
from such a source, at such a time,
For City Attorney.
was sure to immeasurably strengthThe Sun is authorized to announce
"Do you believe that art can imen the presklent The arrest of Ms.
the candidacy of John G. Miller, Jr..
prove
on nature?" asked the Idealise
Harriman's former
stenographer,
a candidate for city attorney sub- who
"I don't know," answered the matsod the letter to the newspaper
ject to the action of the Democratic which
printed it. relieves Mr. Harri- ter of-fact person, "but I must say I
primary, May 2. 1907.
man of the horrible suspicion of hay- could never see bow the Easter coldeg been a party to Its publication. brings helped the flavor of the egg."
!Ruch shreds of his reputation for po- --Washington Star.
Deily Thought.
He gives nothing -Who gives only litical sense as would have remained
if he had not cleared himself of such
gold.
a doubt, would have matched ths
remnants of his reputation for conTHE CLEAR FIELD.
servative and constructive rallroia
Hope for Republican victory
in
IC.entecky next fall is written in the management after he had testerl
Interest shown all over the state in before the rommiEsion, and he cou'd
selecting the best arm most available have carried both assortments in his
men for candidates, especlal atten- vest tweet.
Some standing for safety and santion being given to their_ fitness for
the position to which they aspire; in ity he has reotined by prosecution of
the early evinced anxiety of the Dem- the man who betrayed his confidence
°Cattle preen to boom certain weak- Mr. Harriman does not appear to
lings; as Republican candidates; in have shared In the apparent New
the proximity of a national election, York curiosity as to whether an atwhich always turns voters from the tack by him upon the presidsot imdry rot of national Democracy to mediately after his testimony word
Robse-relT Tit The country. He
espouse the progressive principles of
Republicanism: in the likelihood of seems not to have needed the He-a strong ticket4cing named. In the ald's revelations of the effect of
very air there it vietory. The pros- ;such an attack by him at this time.
pects no* are th.tt Kentuckians's/Ill None the less has the Herald exercishave an opporturity to vote for the ed fine newspaper sagacity in colstrongest ticket ever presented to lecting and publishing what must
them, after the state Republican con- have been startling news to the mass
vention. There Is one danger, how- Of its readers. For we have excellent
ever, and a danger the Democratic reason for believing teat Mr. Harripreen is endeavoring to exaggerate-- man Is about the only archipelagan
that of some aspiring member of the not surprised. The arrested steqogparty fastening his own little sena- rapher tearfully protests that he
torial boom to the state ticket. It It; thought he was doing a friendly service to Mr. Harriman and giving his
all right, perhaps, for those farsighted ones with Mg ambitions to enemies a jolt. Great is Manhattan!
fix their nets to linare the senatorial -Globe-Democrat.
game, assuming that the legislature
SLIGHTLY HUMOROUS.
Is to be Republican; but It will not
"Don't knock the coffee," Raid the
do for the candidate for governor to
hoeome entangled In onteldt, plans. sarcastic boarder. "It's too weak to
lie will have his hands full with his strike back. Be a sport and hammer
rtire, witlinnt beating the hushes for the butter." - AT.eveland Leader.'
the senatorial rabbit on the way. Let
Pere) -But,,my dear, I thought I
Augustus E. Willson, or whoever is
nominated. have clear running. Let told you to get two $2 rens In the
all the ambitions leaden; get on the cenhestre . His Wife-Oh, I know
hireldatriesea*--eviest the 'stats Beira, you did bat elin etierensee-wees i
there *Ts sTirpts
-riicarryin-i-Tho Tea cativo Tie et eongi
perfectly'
with it. and the county and city tick- lator just outside ee'llne
eta as well. Then they stay scrapilovelY 11.6 box sesta for only $4 98 iggr Ai. mottos&lp la osossas. wie Pitek.

In Bankruptc).
A 50 per cent, dividend will be
declared in
the Max Michaelson
bankrupt case on
April 22. The
stock brought $3.900 and was sold
to Ben Michael. Any objections to
the- dividend will be heard on that
date. One c:aim of $300 made for
tiling the bankrupt's petition, will
be opposed. A sale of $90 worth of
accounts will also be held on the
22nd.
Circuit Court.
Today is the last day for filing
suits for the civil terms of McCracken circuit court, which will begin
April 22.
Harry H. Uhles, the leatherworker, has filed suit against the Paducah
Traction company for $7,361.50
damages. He was injured February
6, while alighting from a South
Third street car, alleging that the
car started up before he got off and
threw him to the ground. His spine
was injured and he alleges he is a
nervous wreck. Uhles asks for $7.000 damages for injuries and $361.50
for loss of time and medicine bills.
Andrew P. Humburg and the Mississippi Valley Trust company filed
suit against Miii7C. R. Boaz, administratrix of Clint Boaz for $680.
It is a balance on the purchase price
of a lot on Pfarahan boulevard.
Thomas Hodge filed suit against
W. A. Martin, Sam T. Hubbard and
M. M, Tucker for $1,529.21 for
breach of contract. He alleges that
the defendants were on February 9,
1906, the partners engaged In the tobacco business, and contracted with
W. B. Kennedy to sell certain grades
of tobacco, especially
prepared.
Hodge purchased of Kennedy's contract and claims that the defendants
•
did not comply.

"UNION STORE CARD"

W

HEN we quote prices on Spring. Suits and say "Excellent Spring Suit, handsomely made and beautifully trimmed, correct cut, etc„ at $10.00, $15.00,

$18.50 and $20.00, we are only singing the same song that every other Clothing House
sings.
It's a song that is being sung these days by clothiers all over the country.
There's no copyright on it, any clothier can sing it.
It's no trouble to quote prices, and unless you see the garments at the price, the
price cuts no figure.
What you get for your money is what tells the tale.
We believe our suits at the prices quoted are better than others at a like price and
we ask you to examine them.
If they are not better, don't buy them-Don't think about buying them.
to the test.
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Deeds Filed.
and the keen
NO VEGETABLES.
C. E. Jennings to W. C. O'Bryan,
edge
was pressed
property in the county, $500.
;through Mr. Braughton's throat just
W. A. Usher to H. L. Wood, prop- Cairo Hat; No band and Paducah I under his chin. Without uttering a
Sound, save the gurgling noise, causerty in the county, 01,422.
Not Prepared.
W. N. Warren to Zola King, proped by the cutting of his windpipe, he
erty in the Hays subdivision, $150.
fell back from the grindstone to the
Wholesale purcnases of the besti
floor and was dead before assistance
garden land around Cairo by a new l
could reach him. His head was left
Marriage Licenses.
railroad, building into that town, have
•
James Hutchinson' to Lou Tharp, resulted in a shortening of the truck hanging to his body by a shred of
flesh and skin at the back of the
colored, of Graves county.
garden business to the extent that
neck.
vegetables have to be imported to
County Court.
meet the demands. Mr. S. A. Fowl
NUTTY ABOUT THAW.
Catherine James was appointed ad- ler this morning received an order
rninistratrix of the estate of H. C. from a Cairo dealer asking
for prices
James.
on vegetables and the quanthies in Pittsburg Youth Wished to Be 51111USlifTioneire. •
which they could be supplied. Mr.
Marriage License.
Powler, who went into the business
Pittsburg, April 12.-Robert
Thomas Tippy to Ella Mlfler.
M.
imarilY to raise quality rather than
quantity, has achieved something of Crow, scion of a wealthy family and
a reputation for his garden truck only 2:2 years old, shot himself Was
weiesav banovatien.
The daily packet. aerslea would su- afternoen while _lase, box at,,___
able the easy shipment of vegetables Grand opera house matinee in full
out of Paducah if a trade was built view of the audience. The doctors
up. Mr. Fowler, however, had not say, be will die.
Crow's relatives say he was insane
planted
in
quantities sufficiently
5
large to meet the out-of-town demand and that his malady was "Pittsburg
and will not be able to ship to Cairo Paranoia."
"For some time," said his uncle,
from his garden.
H. C. McEldowney, president of the
Union Trust company, "he has imagYOU DON'T NAVE TO WAIT
Every dose makes you feel better. Lax-Po, ined that be was a failure in life bekeeps your whole Insides right. Sold on the
cause he had not already amassed a
inosey-bitck plan everywhere Price 50 cents.
vast fortune in the two years since
he has been out of school. He seemHEAD (7I7 OFF.
ed to think that he could become a
•
Carnegie or a Frick In a day.
is
Horrible Death of Man Working At
"The Thaw trial also had a great
Machine.
tr.
deal to do with his mental derangerommaawarowase.g1Pallab.tadoSlam.6
Memphis, April 12.- While en- ment. At bhe beginning of the trial
gaged in sharpening a heavy stave he began studying the different forms
knife at the Memphis Stave compa- of insanity ass they were mentioned
ny's pant on Henning's island, Mat- at the trial, frequently sitting up all
thew Braughton, part owner and night reading books on the subject.
general
superintendent of the plant, He certainly was insane."
Tink-Mlick is an enterprising chap
He has just opened a painless barber met a horrible death at 10 o'clock
mop
Mrs. Tom Thumb.
yesterday morreg by
having his
Link- A paluiese !meter shop:
Like a wispy little breeze out of
head literally severed from his body.
Tink Yes. He employs only deaf
One end Of the knife blade caught in the past came Mrs. Tom - Thumb,
end-dumb barbers.
a pulley attached tostite grindstone, Countess Margrt, through Shreveport from Kansas City yesterday, on
One Coat Enough.
We are showing some serv
her way to San Antonio, Tex., to join
HEALTH AND HAPPINESS.
Herkimer James, the artist. was
"Life consists not in living, but in the Gentry Bros. show'. Aecomnanvhandsome new sox for Sumdescribing a revue that he had seen
enjoying health."
lifg the wee lady was her husband
In Paris
mer. They come in the drop
We could all enjoy health If we Count Magri. and-Herou Magri; her
afity
Itras-diedIrote
conformed to Nature's simple laws. brother-in-law.
stitch and light weight lisle
said Mr. James. "In certain parts
Disease is merely a result of the nonSixty-live years ago this little woin browns, grays, tans, blues
of It I was forcibly reminded of the
observance of those laws, either by man, who has been one of the world's
story of the Parisian chorus girl.
and fancy, taseeful
patterns
negligence, accident or ignorance. human wonders, was born. Reaching
This girl had been put through her
These reasons are, an a rule, of lit- the age when girls fall In love, the
In a great variety of shades.
paces by a manager, and had finally
tle consequence after disease be- heart of her, which was as big as
been engaged. You will be surprised at the
comes manifest and properly diag- any other big girl's heart, went out
"'And, now," she said, 'about my
nosed. It Is the nature of the treat- to Charles S. Stratton, generally
excellent value we give you
costume. What costume shall I
ment and the results obtained that known to the world as General Tom
wear?'
for 213c, the price range, howrOneern you.
Thumb, and they were married.
" 'Let me see t'our tongue,' said
In story hooks and newspapers the
Nature is the ever present fattor
ever, is to $1.04e
Note the
the manager. 'Ah, It's coated. That
In the cure of disease.' The Osteo- tiny couple filled many papers and
will do.' "-Pittsburg Press.
displays on the balcony in
path appreciates this fact, and uses when Tom Thumb died Much sympeout show windows.
all means that are natural, recog- thy was, extended his little wife by
Business Man Missing.
nizing and using diet, air, water, ex- the crowned heads, rulers and mere
Janesville, Wis., April
12 --Wilercise and other hygienic measures folios But tirenty-two years ago the
Every week vide many new
liam Armen, a wealthy business man
as natural assistants to scientific ma- widow consoled helself by taking anof Judie Green county, has been
things In
Men's Neckwestr.
nipelatIons to secure
normality to other husband, Count Magri.
mining sine* last Thursday. He left
any and all structure disturbance!.
It is years and years since General
Oer shipments are always the
tsome to transact business at BroadT should he pleased to refer you, at and Mrs. Torn Thumb, and sweet
very !atitst things out, and are
head and had a large num of money.
any time, to Paducah
people alyoln Minnie Warren. new dead, and the
Foul play is feared.
know well who can attest to what walnut-sha.ped coach, drawn by his
mostly confined Patterns.
Osteopathy has dorm for them in four midget poniee, delighted the
Weary
straight. cases of rhenniatism,
talk
asthma, neural- children anesgrown-ups of the land
Sport, I'm drying for a drink. Gimme gia, nervousness,
stomach, liver, and sedithey drove through the streets or
a quarter will yer?
bo4el troubles, eczema, sick head- presented the story of "Cinderella"
Galley--But you don't need a quer aehes, it grippe conditions,
malaria in packed theitters.- Shre

Put us

War Is Not Yet Ended.
Mobile, Ala., April 12.- According to a letter received by the Register today via the steamer Hiram
from Puerto Cortez, the NicaraguanHonduran-Salvadoran was is not yet
at an end. The correspondent at
Puerto Cortez
not have full Information at the time of the departttre of the Hiram on the evening of
April 7 but he states that the last
felegrant from the president of Salveddr was to the effect that he was
sending 20,000 men against Nicaragua to renew the combat.

aid

0

A fund of $30,000 has ;seen completed for the erection of a memorial
to the late Prof. Shaler, of Harvarl
University.
He who sneers at God cannot see
God.

JEWELRY SALE
Special 10 Days'
Sale.

a

Genuine Rogers Knives e5)15
L.
and Forks, set
......
Genuine ROgers
Spoons. set
Tea.75
Genuine Rogers Table
Spoons, set
A $7.00 Genuine CO
Glass Bowl

I..
3.50

Highest art. hand painted
china one-half off regular price.
A big discount in watches and
jewelry.
Remember the number
315 Broadway.

EYE SEE JEWELRY AND
OPTICAL__CO„
1, A. Konitzka, Jeweler and Optician

HY buy hand-me-down
clothes at tailormade prices when you can
get Real Tailor-Made
clothes, made here at
home. Exclusive patterns
and guaranteed to fit for
$25 and up.

V

I

ZarlatlirSZA
WilTi-re-071e? W11.3,-1 ain't
If yon are. Ill Von nee It to you?de kind of gent arrant drink at amid self to investigate
Lazy men are &tweet; talking about
Osteopathy.
laer rent's expense *a' got re\ 'lin; Dr. (1. IL FROMM, 516 Broadway, sonic other
men who are foot* for
ter join me - Philadelphia Pr'
Phone 1407.

j

HARMELING
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tarraffor.
13,
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arments of 4tq1e and ..Qualitg
In our Ready-to-Wear Department for your new Spring
Suit. In the last week we have received many attractive
suits for your selection, and for the woman who wants
style and quality to individualiza her dress for spring,
combined with superb tit, at a moderate cost, should
visit this section and let us show her just such garments.

lb
'Episcopal church
heeling
its
!Missionary Tea for April this after(noon in the parish house parlors. It
is a Junior Auxiliary afternoon sine
papers are presented by Misees Mabel
Berry, Ellen Boswell and, Katherine
!Powell. Mfrs. Wiliam W. Powell is
IdITCHELLS for high-grade bicyMatinee Musical Club.
cles, 326-328 South Third street.
The active members of the Matinee the hostess.
HORTON-SINE-tLe palneere and
Mus4cai club are called to meet on
Mrs. John G. Miller and niece, Mies paperhangers. Old phone' 2001.
Saturday afternoon at 2 o'clock with
Miller, went to Crider this
Mrs. Hubbard S. Wells at the Empire Margaret
WANTED-Nurse. Apply to Wm.
morning
on
a visit.
fiats op Broadway.
Deal, New Richmond Houee,
Messrs. Wilt Russell and Harmon
FOR RENT- 9 rooms. Apply
Williams-, have returned from PrinceEntre Notts Club.
1e18
Trimble.
Miss Wanebe Hills entertained the ton, Ky., and will tomorrow go to
ROOM for rent. ApFURNISHED
alurphysboro,
IT,
to
visit.
Entre Nous club most pleasantly at
Mn, Simon Michelson, of Cairo, ply to 313 Madison, Phone 2954.
cards on Thursday afternoon at her

HAVE U NOTICED?
The Difference in the
Cutting of

LAWN MOWERS?

FOR Heating and 13tovewood ring
home on North Ninth street. The Ill., is veld-rig her sister, Mrs. M.
Marks,
734)
Jefferson
street.
F. Levin.
437
only visitors were a few to fill club
Mrs. Nobel Parker has returned
FOR PAINTING see Greatlaouse &
vacancies. The club prize was taken
painters. Old
by Miss Corinfte Winstead. Miss from Lexington, Tend., where she Garrett, contracting
Nell Paxton captured the visitore visited her parents for two weeks. Phone 1064.
prize.
A prettily appointed lunch- She via; accompanied home by her
THREE furnished or unfurnished
eon was served in the dining room little sister, Loca Hearn.
rooms for rent to colored people. ApMr. and Mrs. Robert Deloach. of ply 722 Jackson street.
after the game.
927 Jackson street, are the parents
FOR RENT- 5 room cottage,
of a nine pound girl boen last night:
modern conveniences, 520 Adams.
Magazine elute
W. D. Lancaster has moved- his
Apply qn premises.
The Magazine club met yesterday
family from May-field to this city.
afternoon with Mrs. A. S. Dabney, of
furnished
FOR RENT-Newly
Mrs. E. C. Powers has returned
North Fifth street. It was the first
rooms. Modern convenierices, $10 per
from Mayfield, where she visited her
meeting of the club since February,
month. 520 North Sixth street.
mother, Mrs. Mary Wright.
when all meetings through Lent were
FOR RENT-A two story business
Mrs. Nat Hale, of Mayfield is viscalled in out of respect to the memiting her sister, Mrs. Robert Martin. house 121 South Second. Apply to
ory of the president, Mrs. Bertie Fow•
Miss Nellie Schwab returned to- H. E. 'Hall & Co.
-For Dr. Pendley, ring 416.
ler Campbell. It was an important
WANTED-Set of books to keep,
day from Toledo, 0., where she has
-For Copeland's stable phone 100
Frankfort, Ky., April 12.-Many business session as well as a social
been visiting Mrs. David Alexander. or clerical work to do from 6 to 10
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 4.0101,4
queer communicatioas come to the meeting of the club.
Mr. Enwood Davis, of the fire de- p, m. Address S., care Sun.
Broadway. Phone 196.
The club was called to order by
executive department here in a
FOR SALE- Brick house. Six
partment, has resigned and Tuesday
-Mr. and Mn. J. H. Perkins 723
week's time, and it is left largely to Mrs. J. C. Flournoy, the vice presi/
2
rooms, hail and bath room. Lot 421
goes to San Francisco to reside.
Husbands street, art the parents of a
Private Secretary Ed Leigh, an old dent. After the roll rail an election
Mr. George Croure, of Gettysburg, x165. Apply to J. M. Dunlap, 1414
fine boy baby born this morning.
newspaper man, to take care of of officers for the next year was enPenn., is visiting Mr. George DuBois. Monroe.
Belvedere, the master
them. quitta number of tee writers tered upon. Nominations for presien route from Palm Beach and Cuba,
brew.
FOR SALE-Four 8-foot long
have ideas to spare on how the affairs dent were called for. Miss Anna
Mr. Crouse was In Paducah last sum- plate-glass, oak finish show cases,
-Belvedere beer is a home prothen
Webb
nominated
and
was first
of government should be conducted,
mer with the McPherson drug store wall counter oak case. Address C. P.
duct. Remember that.
unanimous.
and some few exptess dissatisfaction the choice was made
and made many friends here.
-Commencing at once, all ice
R., Sun office.
Miss Webb is the first president of
over, tee eiCt of some official,
Miss Nellie Claire Schwab will recream delivered-at residences will be
FOR SALE-Mercantile property.
Probable the official complained of the club and was, Instrumental in its
turn tonigla from Cleveland. Ohio, Prices from $1,800 up. Telephone H.
sent C. 0. D. H. G. Thompson.
is an obscure under officer of a come- organization in February. 1892, and where
she has been visiting all win- C. Hollins. Call at Trueheart Build-Born, to Mr. and Mrs. G. T.
Incorporated.
t)
. in which the writer makes his or the selection is singularly appropri- ter.
Yopp, of 624 South Twelfth street,
ing.
her home, for many of the writers ate. It is very fitting that she should
The condition of Mrs. Charlie
a daughter last night.
FOR SALE-Investment property
are women, but they seem to think succeed Mrs. Campbell, who eways Sugars today is improved.
-Fine carnations at 5.0c per dozen
yielding 16 per cent. Price $2,000.
FOR SALE &item Avenue vacant
FOR RENT -Furnished front
that the governor of the common- gave the Magazine club a place she
at Brunson's, 529 Broadway.
Judge Bunk Gardner,
Mayfield, H. C. Hollins, Trueheart Building,
80x114. $6.00. H. C. Holproperty
St.
accorded
no
other
club
In
her
-enthuWashington
at
509
room. Apply
wealth was-elected for the purpose
-Wedding invitations, announcecandidate for railroad commissioner, Real Estate and Rentals.
building, telesphora
Trueheart
lins,
up" every fellow In offi- siasm and interest. Gracious and
of
"jacking
rooms
upFour
RENTFOR
ments and every character of enIs in the city.
127.
FOR SALE-Three room house on stairs, 415 South Third.
cial position who happens to give of- charming Miss Webb will fill the pograved work is given careful, perMr. and Mrs. Riley F. Stewart are South Fourth street, good condition.
sition with honor. The other officers
FOR SALE-Get on our Bat if
FOR SALE-Good family horse.
sonal attention at the Sun job office. fense to some one.
visiting
Mr. Stewart's parents in Price $850. H. C. Hollins, Trueheart
were
succeed
themselves
elected to
you want to sell. Look at our list
Other writers are inmates of the
Apply 623 North Fourth street.
-For this week we offer Thomas
Stewart
county,
Tenn.
Building, Real Estate and Rentals.
and were: Mrs. J. C. Flournoy, vice
Dixon's best novel, The Clansman, at insane asylums of the state, and they
BOY WANTED- 311 1-2 Bread- If you want to buy. See Hollins
Hon. J.' K. Hendrick, Attorneys J.
president: Miss Minnie Ratcliffe, secFOR SALE-Vacant lots anypage
or
Trueheart building.
intAligentay
for
a
the special price of 50 cents. R. D. will write
way.
retary and treasurer; Mrs. E. G. D. Mocquot and W. V. Eaton were in where everywhere. What will you
Clements & Co.
so and thee wander off on their parFOR SALE-Brick store, good Ice
Boone, corresponding secretary, a Smithland this week ,attending cir- have? Telephone 127, H. C. Hollins, FOR BALE-Good rubber tire bug-City subscribers to the Daily ticular hallucination. One very pergy. Apply 102 Broadway.
cation in Mechanicsburg, $1..800.
cuit court.
testimony
to
Trueheart
their
ability
and
interRentals,
Estate
and
Real
doesn't
Sun who wish the delivery of their sistent correspondent, who
H. C. Hollina
CLOTHES cleaneu, pressed, re- Terms satisfactory.
MTS. Gilbert Preenen has returned Building.
papers stopped must notify our col- need a response to make him write est. Several changes were made in
Trueheart Building, -Real Estate and
959-a.
Phone
Duffy,
the
magazines
Jas.
and
In
the
work
for
paired.
from a visit to Smithland.
lectors or make their requests direct again to the department, thinks it
FOR SALE-Five room frame cotRentals:
Mr. J, Cade Davis spent Sunday tage on North Side, high class com-sewing.__Lcs do.
to The Sun office. No attention will the duty or the governor to select next year which will come out in the
new
Year
'Book.
The
committee
to
at home with his parents, Mr. and' munity, bath, pantry and - outbuild- Call at 428 South Third.
FOR RENT-1 wo brick store
be peed -4e-entete-ertiersewiten -given tee' setd lath a wife.
arrange
the
year-book
is: Miss Webb Mrs. C. B. Davis.-1,:vingston
Eleventh and Broadway, one
louses,
BanHollins,
Trueheart
to our carriers. Sun Publishing Co.
ings. $2,000. H. C.
When -these letters fall Into the
ASK your grocer :or Smith & two-story
house,
business
brick
-Drink Belvedere, the Paducah hands of the exeeutive he just writes and MTS. George C. Wallace. Miss ner.
Buildine Real Estate and Rentals.
Butze's Bread and Cakes. Telephone flerteenth and Clay. Paducah BrewEthel
Morrow
was
elected
to
membeer.
the name "Leigh" acmes the envelJUST RECEIVED- A big lot of 69-a.
ag company.
-Place yooux orders for wedding ope and it falls to the tot or the priv- bership, to fill the place made vacant
Ttt For ea.
high grade sample shoes. Regular
by
the
death
of
MTS.
Campbell.
To
floor
over
RENT-Tntra
FOR
FREE EMPLOYMENT bureau. Ne
Invitations at home.
The Sun is ate secretary ta determine whether
price $5 and $6. We offer them at
117 N. 4th charges for services rendered, eithet
barber
shop,
Frank
Just's
showing as greet an assortment as response should be made and what at-tend the meeting of the Kentucky
New
Ben
Klein,
Under
price.
half
Federation of Women's clubs at She:St. Apply F. M. Fisher, Post Office.
you will find anywhere at
prices the response should be.
to applicant or employer of labor.
Richmond House.
byville in June, the fdflowIng were
much lower than you will have to
FOR RENT - Beautiful rooms ONE nice front room furnished foe Oha.rity club, 307 Kentucky avenue,
A Queer Appeal,
selected: Mrs. Campbell Flournoy and
pay elsewhere.
for light housekeeping; I, 2 rent. Bath and all modern conveni• phone 629 office open from S to 13..
adapted
Among such a bunch of -letters the MTS. Frank Scott. delegates; Mrs,
-The Jolly club will give a dance
o'clock every forenoon.
furnished or unfurn- ences. Apply 918' Broadway.
desired,
or
3
as
Monday evening, April 15 at Red secretary came across one 'yesterday Hal Oorbett and Mrs. Edward BringNorth
reasonable.
22
,
6
ished. Rent
WANTED-We have a buyer for
WANTED-Pqsition as stenograwhich presented a problem as well as burst, alternates.
Men's hall. Hillman's Band.
street.
Ninth
farm. Send us full description
your
lady.
Adpher by competent young
The literary program was especial-We .give you better carriage and exemplifying the abiding faith the
name price. H. C. lecelins,
and
of
it
and
wife.
Fourth
-Lady,
man
WANTED
305
North
street.
dress
have
in
commonwealth
people
of tae
ly delightful and full of interest. The
better service -for the money, than
Estate
and Rentals, Trueheart
Real
for
keep
house
or small family to
room -house
FOR RENT-Five
is given by any transfer company in their governor to settle all matters North American 'Review was featured
building.
work
at
farm
family
of
two
and
do
street.
Fount
themselves
canSouth
with
bath, 319
by Miss Helen Lowry who gave a
America. Fine carriages for special for them which they
nice country home. Liberal wages Phone 19,57-.
FOR SAIse-ivoo room house oa
occasions on short notice, also ele- not solve. The name of the writer fine tribute from W. D. Howells to
Address C. E. Jett, R. R. No. 1, PaSide, half block of car line. lot
sale
eheap.
North
gant livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co. and the city from which the letter Longfellow, and- Mrs. Frank L. Scott
for
RESTAURANT
Hubby-Ole do try and talk common ducah, Ky.
.--Those who have cakes for the was written, are withheld, as the let- who told„ "Why Casustry should be sense!
228 -Kentucky avenue. Old phone 1 4eallal to alley, can be bought at big
cake sale of the Home Mission Soci- ter is not one from a crank nor an studied by Women," by George HarWANTED-Men to learn
barber 999-r.
lisargain. H. C. Hollins, Teueheart
Wife--I would, but it would be taktrade. The Moler System is short and
Methodist insane person, but evidently from a vey, From the Harper's Magazine ing an unfair advantsee of you.
ety of the Broadway
PAPER CLEANING and Painting, building, telepbone 127.
practical. Wages Saturdays. Tools
church are requested to bring them man with an al-abiding faith in the Mrs. Edward Bringhurst diseussed
Old Phone 2029. C. S. Creason. Work' FOR SALE-Eighteetee and Hats
43,000 TO WAR ON DANDELION
to L. B. Ogilvie & Co's Saturday powers and-clutles of the chief execu- "The Music of Men and Birds," and
given. Busy season soon. Great de- guaranteed and done by union laboe'risop street lots, high above street,
mand for barbers. Positions waiting
morning,
tive. Secretary 'Leigh has asked as- Mrs. Robert Becker Phillips gave a
Ns splendid building site; Faxon's AddiTopeka's and Kansas Governor to Go
FURNITURE EXCHANGE,
-You know your calling cards sistance in framing a response. The clever story by Justus Miles ForeWrite at once for catalogue. Moier
lots: suburban property, prices
andition
After Pest On 'tended Knee.
t3outth Third, buys furniture
Barber College, St. Louis Mo.
are correct when they come from the writer goes on to say in his letter man. Ati attractive course luncheon
!from $154) to $4011 on convenient passtoves. New phone 000-ii.
Sun office. Script cards and plate, that -he worked for a man for exact. was served at the close of the reports:
FOR SALE-Eight room residence
I ments. See Hollins. Trueheart Bldg
Topeka, Kan., April 12.-- By pro$1.5`a a hundred; the Old Engkish at ly three hours and ten minutes, and, Mrs. George Sweeney, of Beaton,
on North Seventh street, every modhouse
FOR RENT-tight room
clamation of the mayor, the 45,000
LEFT OVER- We have a fete
$2.00.
ern convenience, chandeliers for gas on West Broadway. $25 per month.
upon completion of the work, for Mass., aas a guest of the club.
people in Topeka are expected to do
spring wagons and buggies that we
--Cornelius Baker and
Albert which he had contracted beforehand,
and electricity in all rooms, pave- Telephone 127, H. C. Ho:lins, Truebattle against the delete/ion next
must get out of our way, and to do
Burns were fined $5 and costs by he was offered the munificent sum of
ments front and back. $3,700. H. C. heart Building.
lialosophic Club.
Tuesday. Every Man Is'expected to
so, will sell at a bargain, if sold at
Magistrate C. W. Ornery for tying twenty cents.
"I would _not take
The Kalosophic club met this morn dig the dandelions out of his front Hollins, Real Estate and Rentals,
WANTED--Tu rent small house once. Sexton Sign Works 16th and
house boats to the private property that," says the writer. "Governor. Mg with Miss Blanche Hills. The
Trueheart Bldg.
and garden near city, or in suburb. Madison. Phone 401.
yard. While this army is at work
of the McKinney Veneer and Lum- will you please see into it for me?" interesting program for
FOR SALE- Good warehouse John M. Wilkens, 904 Tennessee
discueseion in front of the homes of Topeka, GovFOR SALE-Frame residence of
ber company In Mechanicsburg.
Secretary Leigh cannot determine was:
property
on N., C. & St. L. tracks, street. New phone 9e5.
ernor Hoch and all state officers, asstories, large rooms, newly patwo
--"Kentucky Jim," Mr. Henry
Just what the governor can do in a
1. Current Topics-Miss Powell.
sistants, stenographers, male and fe- lot 100 ft. ealong tracks and 100 ft.
FOR SALE-Brick store near N.-, pered, equipped with all modern con.
Rudy's registered bull terrier dog,
case of this kind. It has been sug2. Life of Oliver Goldsmith-Miss male, in the statehouse.
the on street, including eleven room res- C. & St. L. passenger station, includ- ventences, within three blocks of
went mad this afternoon and had to gested
that he Just pay the bill.
, Park.
building and wage war on the pests idence and small warehouse. Price ing also smelt residence, lot eitx166. Broadway business section. Lot 6-0e
•
be killed.
3. Dramatic Art of Tennyson and In the statehouse grounds. One hun- $2,650. H. C. Hollins, Real Estate $3,750. H. C. Hollins, Trueheart 165; stable and other out house*.
-John Smite for'
,tutting Frank
Thonlas
A. Becket-Mrs. Henry dred boys in the Topeka reform and Rentals, Trueheart Bldg.
c, on Rebate Trial.
W.
Building.
$3,000. H. C. Hollins, Trueheart
Wagner._ and Herman Hale. colored,
school will march
to the capitol
FOR SALE- We have several
Minneapolle,
12.-The Wis- Rudy.
for cutting Clarence Trice were held
FOR SAIJE-Nine room residence Building, Telephone 127.
road which was indict4. Club Study-"She Stoops to grounds to the music of the school pieces of good property on which we
ever le the jrivenife court and Will consin Central
with Sewerage, porcelain- bath, hot
FOR SALE-BeautirUl West End
band aad aid in digging up , the have been requested to submit' ofSpencer Conquer,"
giving
for
ed
rebates
to
the
tried
tomorrow
morning
be
at 10
and cold water. gas; lot 501(165 to home with large yard, fine shade
fers. If you are looking for good
weeds.
Grain company on 17Counts was
o'clock by Judge R. T. Lightfoot.
alley. Price $4,000. Call at office. trees, excellent location. This re-I.
things, try this. Owners out of city
Missionary Tea.
pawed on trial. in Judge Page MorHollins, Trueheart Building.
dente Is built in the most substantial
anxious to sell. Property ranging In H. C.
The Woman's Auxiliary of Grace STORK LEAVICS TRIO
ris' court today.
Frank Wagner Cut.
WANTED MEN EVERYWHERE-J- manner, double_ wails, double floors
DESTITUTE HOME, value from $600 to $6,000. H. C.
AT
James Smith cut Frank Vflagner,
Good pay-to distribute circulars, of hard wood, lot 173 feet to private
Hollins, Truebeart Building.
eon of Joe Wagner, in a fight yesteradv,
matter, tack !hens, etc. No can- alley. Prise 37,000. H. C.
RIGHT.
QUITE
ALL
South Omaha, Neb.
FOR SALE- Just finished house
day afternoon at Ninth and TennesTriplets were horn last night to Mrs. of four rooms, reception hall. Front vassing. National Adv. Bureau, Chi- Trueheart
see street. The wounds are not dan--firo story frame
FOR SALEAnton Machal, the wife of an Ans- and hack porch. Water in kitchen. cago,
gerous and MO arrests Were made,
trian--a packing house employe. in Half block from ear line, On 40 foot
FOR RENT- Seven room house, dwelling on Jefferson street. parlor,
the Smith boy being meeely sumIncluding the past visits of the stork, lot. Smallcash payment, balance on new, porcelain' bath, electric lights, nine bed rooms, kitchen, dining room
moned to court this morning
water, gas, electric
this makes 17 children left at the monthly installments. L. D. Sanders, thoroughly modern, situated Monroe hot and cold
Sixteen children are President McCracken
Real Estate street in Harahan Boulevard; $25 lights, large latticed back porch, tevc
Matha: home
living, The family is in needy cir- and Mortgage Co.. Office 318 South per month. H. C. Hollins, Telephone large halls, hardwood finish, newly
127 Trueheart Building.
papered, excellent condition., high,
Sixth street. Phone 765,
cumstances
FOR SALE-Nine room brick res- dry lot, 50e16e, large stable, fins
School Boys Fight.
Plan Meat Packers Strike.
idence close to business section of shade trees, brick and concrete walks
Chlrago, April 12 -The butcher Broadway, lot 57x173, hard wood fin- front and back, large alley. Priest
Because of repeated trouble between white and colored reboot chil- workmen association which fled lip ish, cabinet mantels, porcelain bath, $6.060,0. H. C. Hollins, Real Estate
dren at Ninth and Trimble streets. the meat packing Industry through- sewerage, hot and cold water, gas and Rentals. Trueheart building.
policemen wilt be stationed at that out the country In lee+ and which and electric lights: $6,000. Terms arOF niticREW- to parties with
corner hereafter at 4 o'clock when finally suffered defeat In the strug- ranged satisfactorily. 14. C. Hollins, money- If yon have any difficulty is
school is tit/mimed. Yesterday af- gle., has been organising for several Real Estate and Rentals, Trueheart placing your surplus Node, write or
ternoon white and colored boys en. months and it Is said, is about to pre- Building.
elin on me, as I have a number of
gaged In a rock throwing contest lit 'lent demands to packers.
in
sum*
"FOR SALE-Jefferson street, nine rappliertions for money
welt+ one white boy was struck.
room resident', hot and cold water, from $300.00 anti up with real. estate
••••••••••••Cls.
13 Blowing As Result of Wree
porcelain bleb, conveniently arrangurtty, good interest reeve elt-ee
'.4.4.1r
e,X4Raeleka.
-7S, a...Ss
7:0141isset-.
.-Wer
-11
1-#7 leo, Jack, I'm erreid ite impassible. Wo abould nonnor got on
Mel six children are missing as the feet and running hack 160 feet, to cation,, strictly confidential
I ,
S. T.
talotha. You know I aiwoya went my own way so much."
result of a wreck on the Canaelan 30 ft alley, H. C. RollIns, Real Es- Randle, Loans, Real Estate and tor
-Hot "Well, that's all right You could go on wanting it altar we were
Manchuria now lies 50.000 Jape- Pacific railway west of Ohaplests. tate anA Rentals, Trueheart Build- eur &nee. Room 3, A Merleite-Gerreas
istarriese"
Ont., yesterday,
'IsUonal BMX
nese settlers.

thiltJ
?p.....
$17.50.to $35

Airts
$5.90 to $17.50

Hart's Lawn Mower has the genuine
shear cut that leaves the lawn even
and makes a clean cut on each grass
blade, which makes the grass grow
stronger and thickens the sod, producing the beautiful velvet lawn so
much desired. Being ball bearing
throughout the work is reduced to a
pleasant exercise.

Jecond.Yloor.

ED LEIGH HAS
ODD EXPERIENCE

LOCAL NEWS

The Price is Right

6E0. 0. HART & SONS CO.

f

or

0

a

Gans-Nelson
Prize Fight
at
Kozy. Theater
Thursday
and Friday

_

the Fight.
Admission S cents

lug.
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Pi"--v GOLDEGOESN CROSS
TO BARLOW
THE SEASON'S GOOD CLOTHES NEWS
I W
!I

Western Kentucky Town Cap-

E are doing remarkably well this Spring. Our merchandise is evoking all sorts of
pleased cormment. And it's selling rapidly, and to enany people of critical tastes. We notice a great
many
new cu tomers, ty the way—folks whom we have never had before. Best proof, as we see
it, that our
reputation for reliability and taste is spreading. It all comes from dealing in merchandise
that is
worthy of the name and meets every requirement. It is the direct result of "the square deal,"
which
we observe. The public is wise, after all, and invariably wears a path to the door of the
man who
deals in "the square deal." You will find, upou calling here, the best clothes the best tailors
can
m ake—ROXBORO'S and the products of other high-class houses, which have made their
reputation
splay on quality.
,
•

tures Next Meeting

Many or Officer% Re-elected For Another Two Years By Grand
Lodge Yesterday.-

FINE

PROGRAM

LAST

NIGHT

FOR INSTANCE:

LYDIA E.PINKHAM'S
VEGETABLE
COMPOUND

•

Is acknowledged to be the most sueoeseful remedy in the country for
those painful ailments peculiar to
women.
For more than 30 years it has
been -curing. Female Complaints,
such as InItEmmation, and Ulceration, Falling and Displacements.
and consequent Spinal Weaknes.s,
Backache, and is peculiarly adapted
to the Change of Life.
LYDIA E. PTINIKHAM
Records show that it has cured
more cases of Female 111s than any other one
remedy known.
Lydia B. Finkham's Vegetable Compound dissolves
and expels
Tumors at an early stage of development. Dragging sensation causing
s
pain,weigh t. and headache are relieved and perman
seutly cured by its use.
It corrects Irregularities or Painful Functions, Weakness of the
Stomach. Indigestion, Bloating, Nervous Prostratio Headache. Genen,
ral Debility; also, Dizziness, Faintness Extreme Lassitude
. "Don't, care
and wantto be left alone" feeling, Irritability. Nervousne
ss,Sleeplessness,
Flatulency, Melancholia or the "Blues." These
are sure indications of
female weakness or some organic derangement.
For Kidney Complaints of either sex Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound is a most excellent remedy.

, The next biennial convention of
the United Order of Golden Cross
for Kentucky will be held at Barlow,
Ky., in April, 1909. This was decided
A fine assortment of Men's and Young Men's Suits
on at the convention held here yesin shadow plaids, club cheeks and solid colors,
terday.
Mrs. Pinkham's Standing Invitation to Women
faultlessly tailored and warranted to please critical
The installation of officers, selecWomen suffering from any form of female weakness are invited to
tion
of a date for the 1909 meeting,
1
_ tastes, at
write Mrs Pinkham. Lynn, Mass. for advice. She is the Mrs. Pinkham
and adoption of resolutions completwho has been advising sick women free of charge
for more than twenty
ed the business of the convention
years, and befere that she assisted hermotheir-itelaw Lydia E. Pinkham
in
advising. Thus she is well qualified to guide sick women back to
last night and after the evening prohealth. Her advice is free and always helpful,
gram had been successfully carried
'4••
,out, the convention adjourned.
Complete assortment of Roxboro, Atterbury Sys- \..„ ..--.4k
. •Past grand commander, C.
B.
tent and lhart, Schaffner Sc'Marx Men's suits in
iHatlield Paducah; grand commandrich mived goods and worsteds, in the prevatling
.
er, R. A. Barnes, Louisvire; vice
'grays, browns, c;:ocks and combination of color1
grand commander, Mrs. Mary L.
ings, at
Kidd, Paducah: grand prelate, Mrs.
.There's Only One Way to' Get
Anna D. Knapp, Louisvillet
grand
'i,
keeper
of
records,
W.
B.
Rich and That's by Saving.
Moore,
of
Louisville;
grand
ff
you
resolve to save a certain portion, however
treasurer John H. Burnett, PaduOur showing of Young Men's Roxbaos is beyond
small, of the money you earn, deposit it each month
cah; grand -herald, W. L. Reynolds.
question the swellest young men's clothes ever
Slaughtersville, Ky.: grand warder of
or oftener in our Bank at 4 per cent interest, you'll
.
1.*.. Inner gate W. N. Simmons, Padushown in Paducah. We trust that no young man
be pleased and surprised to find how quickly you will
, ' i'
•
.
cah: grand warder of outer gate, J.
.
who wears snappy clothes will fail to see them.
accumula
te a substantial sum. We *ill loan you a
W.
-.5,
Downard,
.
,
West Point: grand trus,
They plead their own cause, and are reasonably
Home Savings Bank to help you save. $1.00 will
tees, Dr. Russell, Louisville James M.
• priced at
open
you account with us. Start today, We invite
Lang,
Paducah,
Mrs.
Amanda
,
Petal,
small accounts.
'
Loulevill0". supreme representatives,
J. A. Hodges, Louisville, R. A.
_ ..
.1.•,„
•
.Barnes, Louisville; supreme alter'
nates, Mrs. Sadie E. Stevens. Earlington Dr. J D Sort, Madisonville;
•
,'laws, appeals and grievances, Mrs.
.
Sallie E. Stevens. M. .1. Clark, Madisonville David Wallace, Sturgis..
......._
Besldes the Installation last night
,e
***,2__••••
AMD
elegant refreshments
.•
were served
3`'Atio BROADWAY
by the local commandery and the following peop:e partiCipated in a proPADUCAH. efe
gram that was most enthusiastically
F.:.:ettchlicstiCti 18fst-i.
received: Address, on "Our Order'
by W. R. Coop, of Knoxville, Tenn.; VETOES SANTA FE MERGER BILL Is using the Texas read to pay divi- •
vocal solos by Miss Caroline Ham and
dends on the Atchison, Topeka ae San• LI
Mr. Richard Scott; piano duets by Tess. Governor Says DItidende Aye ta Pe railway, thereby running
up
Misses Nell Pieper and May Bonds,
_Drawn From State Road.
the debt of the Texas properties. It
and by Miss Adah Brazelton and Mr.
Austin, Tex., April 12.—The gover- is understood that an effort will be
'ist-sent ex, Ise law in its entirety and 'is
1 fixed at $100. In cities and
conn-Iviolated he shall have authority to Will Reddlck: recitation by Mr. Josnor today vetoed the Santa Fe esu. made to pass the bill over the govercreates the office of state excise coin- ties of less than
1'0;40.0. and
in 'revoke licenses, but before revocation eph Desberger: character sketch by
solidation or Merger bill. One of the mor's Veto,
mIssioner, clothing him with exclu- counties containin
g cities of 100,00,0 he shall give ten
days' notice and the Mr. Will Brazelton.
sive authority to grant dramshop :i- Or
strongest points made by the govermore, applicants for license mu
accused 5ha:1 have opportunity to
nor is that the Santa Fe management
cesses In all cities of ioa,o,oa Inhab- file a certified
gobscribe for The Bur.
copy of order of the meet the charges.
INTRIMUCED
INTO
MISSOURI Rants and over. He is
AGENTS OF GOVERNMENT
to be appoint- county court for license
with th
*SENATE FOR GOV. FOLK.
ed by the governor and may appoint commissioner
before a license can bei
Experiments in England have dem- Will Be All Read Accountants of
., - siennIY for. each county Of.1440.1- 2Sued.
.
Railroads.
!onstrated that the rainfall at the
000 Inhabitants. The dattes of the
When the commitsioner has
reason earth's surface is greater than
at a
hankies for Escise Contunissioner to commissioner shall be -to inspect to hve drarnshop laws
ars being point 100 feet above.
WashIngton, .spr.t i2.-TTo put an
dram Shops and enforce the liquor —
Hate control of All Liquor
end to rebates and discriminations In
:aws.
Dealers.
railroad charges, the Interstate corn
No person, club, corporation or asmerce commission proposes to take it
sociation shalt conduct a drainshop
radical step. The commissioner will
without a state license, and the c-omJefferson City, mea.; April 12.-1n
make every bead accountant of a
missioner Shall not issne a liceme to
the senate. today lEcuator Ely intro; any
railroad a sworn agent of the govper.on in counties of less than
ernment, bound to the exact enforceMired Gov. Folk's excise bill. it 10.0,0610 until the applicatio
has
n
ment of the law and to guarantee
contains all et the governor's ickser been approved by the county
court.
that the letter of published tariffs
an this Fubject. It abolishes . the The fee for a 'teens:
, for six mouths
shall be enforced to the making and
collecting of charges. This Wan- of
Amminrivae.siatIr
.
enforcimi the new law has been devised as a result of the studies of
Prof. Henry C. Adams. in charge of
statistics for the commission. Under
the new plan the allowance of a claim
will become a mere matter of traffic.
No traflie officer will be empowered
to order that an A's rate shall be
the published tariff rate less 2-0 per
cent, and that B's rate shall be the
published rate less 10 per cent. To
obey that; order would involve the
swor naccounting officer in a violation of the law, and of his oath to
obey _it. So it has been decided to
take away from the traffic officials
all discretion and authority In
The favor with which this splendid shoe has
the
--- matter of c:alms.
It stall become exbeer received in Paducah• is but in keeping with
cluslyely an accounting affair. -

,

$10.00, $12.50, $15.00, $18.00
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$18 00, $20.00, $22 50, $25.00, $30.00
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Mechanics and
Farmers Savings Bank

.111.
'Your Gough 1
does not trou
that it needs
haa not had
time to check
easily leads
and Constimp
Tard'a Haretux
cough. The r
If all
Sold by all

210 Broadway

Hungary In

... -

...,

‘,114

The fact; it

NEWS

MEI
D. A
Newest and
Rates F2.00.
rooms. Bath
The only cen
tae city.
COMMERCL

•

EXCISE BILL

3000 Subscribers

The American Gentleman

This Tells the Tale.

The Largest Selling and the Beet
Popular Price Shoe Made

EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONE CO.

$3.50

$4.00

_$4.50

its recognitions everywhere,

BOTTLING in bond is
all right, but there
must bemuality behind the
little glieen stamp. All
bonded bottling looks alike
to Uncle Sam as long as
the tax
- has been paid.
Discriminating people that,
know prefer

Early Times

Jack Beam
Ipeolgrninf4e.arCENVIIFALLS

frr,./VeregleizAr,

yrn A:KAM= VikSW1411CAIM
,

His Dear Old Mother.
"My dear old mother, who is now
eiglity three years old, thrives on Electric /Caere," writes W. B. Brunson,
of Dublin, Ga. "She has taken them
for about two years and enjoys an
excellent appetite, feels strong and
sleeps well." That's the way Electric
Bitters affect the aged, and the same
happy results follow in all cases
of
female weakness and general debility.
Weak, :puny children too, are greatly
strengthened by them. Guaranteed
also for stomach, liver and kidney
troubles, by all druggists, 5'0.c.

The American Gentleman Shoe is the best
shoe made to sell at the prices—$3,50 to $5.
The Hamilton -Brown S!ioe Co., of St. Louis,
who have five immense factories, making 48,000
pairs of shocs a day, make this shoe and behind
it
is their reputation as the greatest shoe
manufacturers in the world.
This shoe comes in patent leathers, calf, kid
and gun metal, and is made in every last
that
popular taste demands. Low shoes or high shoes,
light or medium weight for summer.

C; M. SCHWAB'S SISTER :MARRIE
D

Drop in and let us show you the greatest shoe
value offered anywhere.

Brother's Wedding Gift Is W2,000,000
In Storks and Bonds.

01—ENPLER&LYDON
309 BROADWAY.

Gold Shell I

eh iirch

At

1.ore,tko.,,te Dasid.
•

Ii liFit0V• 0, AIM:lig Ihr g111.4t.• was
the dtetinguieherl
brother of the
bride, whose wedding present was
$Z,0,04),00i) in etocks and bonds.

1

gold Fillings
Other Flilini

•

Partial Plate
All work

Cut this
it with you
Each pe
coupon for
bridge we
April 21

Dr. Ki
•
PT. LOUIS

A
MEV]

•

Easier
Cheaper
Cleaner

FOR TM

•

Leaves Pada
Ever? W
11. W. WHIG
UtIGENE R(
This cora;
for Invoice
lay ti. ^ler)

CUE
WITH 11

Pittsburg, April 12.—Miss
Gertrude Schwab, slater of Charles M.
Schwab. was married tills morning
in St. Michael's
Roman Catholic
114

These Prlc
Will Ru

1

COOK
WITH
GAS

$5.00

Ca

Visitor (in
has broken c
the fire e.ngt
rause this is 1
a big practic
tan't.—Pele

„

1

M E N5

Tii Medic
a part of the sal
It one time an
biliousness an
hot bread and
other indisestil
Medical Disco,
use until you.
The "Discos'
Is a else'
nal roots with'
printed on eaci
under oath. I
and extolled h
writers of the
cure the diseasi
Don't accei
composition ft

, ..,, .

$20, $22.50, $25, $30, $35, $40
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May be 0n11
liver, It wt
savage thice
man bees Will
in treating' t,
a greet mist
drastic dries
indication ol
body whose
work. Start
organic of di
them in we
quickly you]
Dr. Pierce's
has made ma
trouble" by
organs of dig
stores the not
increases the
ing glands, cl
sonous accu
liver of the I
the defection
If you have I
leg. poor or"
foul breath. 00
feel weak, east
bead aches, pat
gnawing or d
perhaps neust
throat after et
of weak stoma
clne will retie'

Thirfailudatt owerCo,
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LX8, or XI
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THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN.
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Iver
er, or a starved
,upid as %ell gs
teary or starved
In his work. So
torpid liver it. Is
it with strong
liver is but an
ished; enfeebled
teary with over
)mach and allied
nutrition. Put
and tee how
become melee.
dical Discovitry
is cures Of "liver
ii control of the
lutritton. It !era the stomach,
thebloodenaktystem from Wei so relieves the
osed upon it by

A MAKER
OF HISTORY

Just a Few Uses as a Medicine DR. WILLI
AMSON

ery highly
W. F. Paxton,
R. Rudy,
cAtihi.r.
P. Puryeez
recommended for
President.
Anise nt Csabier
chronic dyspepsia
and indigestion,
also habitual conetipation.
o r
children it will be Unanimous
N'erdict Against
lac•rporat•d
found useful in
By E. PHILLIPS OPPENHEIM,
Charges of Mayor
colds, hoarseness,
Author of "The Master Mummer." "A Prince of Sinners," "Mysterious Mr.
Capital
• ..
$100,000
a
and for weak,
Sabin, "Anna the Adventuress." Etc.
Surplus
..•
50,000
sickly children it
Stockholders liability ....
.
100,000
le
par
excellence
Ithysiciatu Not Anteilahle to Ori9O. 1906.Copyright
by LITTLE. BROWN. and COMPANY.
as a tonic and
ders of l'ollicemee and Fins
Total security to depositors
$250,000
flesh builder, tonInscretion.
Accounts of individuals and Orme solicited. We appreciate
ing up the stomach
small as well as large depositors and accord to all the tame
and correcting in(Continued from Yesterday.)
courteous treatment.
digestion
and
a
He seated himself at a smith round stairs, pushed open a swing gate and
disposition to- MAY AMEND CITY ORDINANCE.
table and ordered a drink. The people found himself in front of an ()thee in
ward couttipataste in the morn,- here were of a slightly different tease which an elderly woman sat reading.
Interest Paid on Time Deposits
te. coated temple, from those who had
Lieu.
"Can you tell me where to find Mile.
Wles'ean
use
entree
to
die
erregular bowels.
recommend this
ondent. frequent supper room and were moutly crowded Mermilliou?" Dunconibe asked.
Not guilty was the verdict returned
-Next floor; first door on the left,"
oil to be absoluteOPEN SATURDAY NIGHTS FROM 7 TO 8 °CLOCK.
"small of back." rotted the liar itself. At a small (leek
g in stomach. within a few feet of him a middle aged the woman auswered. "Madetnolselle
ly the purest oil by the aldermen in the case of al"risings" in woman with a cold, hard face sat, with is not often In at this hour. though."
on the market. leged tit glect of duty
preferred
Third and Broadway
in
symptoms a book of accounts before
Duncombe thanked here and climbed
her and a
We have it in 35c, against Dr. H. F. Williamson, city
Id Ii
alijapile
of bills. There was something al- another eiget .of entre He bad to
,EsitlYer core
603 and }I bottles. Physician, by Mayor Yeieer, The vote
p Doctor Pierce' turret sphinxlike about her appearance. strike a match to Look for a bell or
Give it a trial and of the board was unanimous for ac
E.._ Perhaps only She never spoke. Her expression never knocker and filen found neither. Ile
Us will be present changed.-Once their eyes met. She
be convinced of its quittal.
talk- knocked on the door with his knuckles,
aalIMMININOW
to torpid liver or ed at him steadfastly
value.
When the aldermen filed in and
, but said note- There was no reply. He was on the
mach. Avoid all
We
lug.
mete
Leave
The
a
girl
Complete
behiuld
bar
polut
also Melt
the
of departure when he noticed that
new stock the vote was taken President Palmer
riddle cakes and
take the "Golden note of him. Sbe was very tail and the door was ajar. After a moment's of drugs, chemicals, patent medicines voted not guilty
and announced that
ellne
stick
absolutely colorless and with hesitation he pushed it open.
iT and
to its
and toilet articles. A full line of Pa7some of rthe members would explain
ind strong.
coils of fair hair drawn tightly back
Ile found biruself in a narrow pas- mer's and Ilazell's perfumes and toilet
-secret. non-alco- from her forehead. She
their position. Aldermen Chamb:in
was never sage, with dresses and other articles preparations.
of native triediclPrescriptions tilled by
Now located at
and Hubbard voted not guilty with
d its ingredients without a cigarette, lighting a fresh of apparel hanging ftom a row of pegs registered
pharmacists only. Free
ever and attested one always from its predecessor, talk- in the wail. The place was in comout any comment. On voting Aldertelephone. Delivery to any part of
its are endorsed ing all the while uuceasingly, but withplete darkness.
He struck another
man Hannan arose and stated that
eminent reediest
the
city.
the
out
slightest
change
of expression. match. At the end of the passage was
recommended to
from the evidence the defendant was
it is advised.
We are ready for all kinds of hauling.
an inner door, also ajar. Ire rapped
not guilty as It was left to the city
ute of unknown
upon It and finally pushed it open.
lath
Pious
7e6.
Serene
nut
secret ItEnicuis
Bromley.
physician's judgment as whether the
Just then his match went out.
cell was for a pauper, but he thought
at tjte neat meeting an ordinance
(To Be Continued.)
should be brought in repealing the
vn where a fire
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present one and requiring the Ptiewhy does not
Hard Times in Kansas.
The
sician to attend on notice given he
old dayp of grasshoppers and
Native—Bethe police department or any other
ey always have
drouth are almost forgotten In the
Capital
prosperous Kansas of today; although BELL PASSES TENNESSEE GEN- one. Aldermen Hank
Square so they
$230,000.00
and
Smith
Surplus and undivided profits
ERAL ASSEMBLY.
agreed with the statement of Aldera citizen of Codell, Earl Stamburg,
100,000.00
Stockholders liability
man Hannan: Dr. Stewart said:
=0,000.00
has not yet forgotten a hard time he
"Me Hannan has expressed it pretty
encountered. He says: "I was worn
run
the throat and
Total
$500,000.00
out
and
discourag
by
ed
coughing
Saloons
Will
Have to Go After April well."
ow don't. thldak
Total resources
fine1,453.23
Mott. _ When it
After
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night and day, and could find no reent of the
1,
1008,
According
to
New
a start is the
DIRECTORS:
veto Dr. Viliamson
lief till
arose and
tried Dr. King's New Disslightest cough
Terms,
W. F. Brad.huw, of Bradshaw & Bradshaw, Attorneys; I. A.
min. Bronchitis
thanked
the
sederroen for their kindcovery. It took less than one beetle
bottle of BatBauer, Wholesale Pottery; Louis F. Kolb, of Kolb Mos. & Co.,
nen and salt it'Aliongh he_refused to
, will cure tha.
to tompletely cure me." The safest
it within reach
Wholesale Drugs; H. A.- Fetter. of H. A. Potter Supply ('o.; Boat
send
the
patient to the hospital as
an4 most reliable cough and cold
Supplies; C. F. Rieke, of C. H Rieie & Sons,Wkolesale Dry Goods;
Nashville, April 1.---The question an indigent, he
was dressing and
cure and lung and throat healer ever
Muscoe Burnett, Supt. & Treas. Pad. Water Co.
of saloons or no saloons in Jackson preparing to come
discovered. Guaranteed by all drugto the city ha::
was printed in
was settled today when the bEls to when
GEO. C. THOMPSON; President...
information was received that
gists. :lee and $1.00. Trial bottle
T. J. ATKINS, %lee President.
abohsh the charter and reincorporate it was too
late.
free.
ED. L. ATKIN3,:Cashier.
the town without sailbons were passWhen President
Palmer rapped
ed in the senate, with an amendfor order seven members were in
WANTS TO. INSURE THE DOUMA.
ment, however, extending the time
their seats, Alderman Baker being
for the saloons to remain open from
the absentee. They were sworn and
American Company Advises policy
2, ILL.
November 1, 19.07, to April 1. 19.08.
the charges of the mayor read to
I'rop.
Would Be a Good Thing.
The legislative delegation from Madithem. -City Spite:tor Campbell exin the city.
or Money Back
"I urn ?Try sorry, monsieur,, but tonoiht
son comity agreed to a compromise
plained the -laws on the point of neglarge sample
St
Petersburg
.
April
11.—An
awry pLnee is taken."
Contract given, backed by 1300.000.00 capital and 18 years'tuccess
this morteng and settled upoia April
lect of 'duty. In addition
elecUic Lights Once she waved the men and girls
to the
who American insurance companyebas sent 1, 1908, as the time for the weislty
charge another °tie more specific was.
tated Hotel Is steed talking to her on one glee, end ciroulars to members of the dourna,
traffic
Jackson
in
to cease."
Duncombe fancied that it was because Inviting them to insure their Ilyes.
read. Judge Lightfoot, representing
28 Colleges in 16 States. Indorsed by business men.
o vacation
Bookkeeping. Short-, completing citirse. Por "Cstalcime
IONAGE SO- she desired a better view: of him. •
the defendant, made a few preliminIt calls attention to the thirty-one
H." on
Suddenly he-was -startled by a voice
n
d.
DON'T
h
a
Pre
Penman
OFF
ship,
Home
1,
Study
or
"Catalogue
P " on attecding
promineet victims of the terrorists For tomorrow what you can do today. ary remarks.
Lew. Letter Writiog. linglialt. Drawing, Mita- College. phone (old) Ink
close at hand. He looked up. The wofail
or
on
or
addres*
If you put
buying a Sttle of BalThe first witness was Patrolman totting, etc. Money back if not satisfied alter Maiaager Draughon's Practical BusinessColl
niun at the desk was speaking to him. during the last three years, including- lard's Snowoff
Liniment w n that pain
ege:
PADUCA
"Monsieur would be well advised," Minister von P:ehve and Baron Mee- comes you won't have any, buy a bog- Thad Terrell, who related
31ti
H,
Broadway;
or
Evatieville
,
St.
Louis, or Memphis.
olug to
today. A positive cure for Rheushe said, "if he departel."
del, who were Insured in the corn- tie
matism, Burns, Cuts, Sprains, Contract- tile St. Ni5holas hotel about 3 o'cleck
Buncombe looked at her in amaze- any an whose
ed Muscles. etc. 1' S. Graham, Prairie on -the morning
It is understood that Dartmouth
relatiees_have_been Grove,
of March 28, where orders to the department to call the
erk.„ wrItse. "'wish to tha.nk
ment. She was writing rapidly in her
physician in his Whitened a-1160010r an Cdlege will soon-have
you for the good results I received he found
amounts
Paid
the
at
their
Policies.
Mr
•new gi'ulnas.
Otho
Fisher
and
book, and her eyes were fixed upon her
from Snow Liniment. It positively
cured me of Rheumatism after others brought him to Oa ettY bare Rounds' accident or other cause demanded iu'a as a result of the $300.e.0.0 bework. If be had not actually beard her
had failed.
rItitest to the collage by Thomas P.
A Criminal Attack.
it would have been hard to beilevd that
man Gourieux was notified to 'phone medical attention.
Sold by all druggists.
she had spoken.
Dr. R. E. Hearne testified to hate 'iSlater. of New York, made public
on an inoffensive citizen is frequently
the city physician and Mr- Terrell
"But why. madame?" be asked. made in that apparently
useless little THOUSANDS TIED UP IN SNOW. said a short time afterwards he did ing seen the patient in the afternoon east, week.
"Why should I go? I am in no one's
tube called the "appendix." It's genhimself and I. Williamson refused 'before in a nervous condition. In
way. I can pay to what I have."
erally
the
1,200
result
to
of
at
protracted
send the patient to Oat city hos- hes judgment he was a sick man and
1,50o
Front
consticoaches
Filled
A souvenir issued by a western
Site dipped her pen in the luk.
pital. Between ;JO and 40 minutes merited medical atfentien. He said cork manufacturing concern
"I know nothing of monsieur or of his pation, following liver torpor.
With Immigrants SteUed.
Dr.
consists
that, under the circumstances he did of a
business," she stid. still without even King's New Life Plies regulate the
picture -of the company's plant
St. Pau:. Mlnn.. Aprl 11.--Traffic after reaching the hall Mr. Terre!:
glancing toward him, "but I know that leer, prevent appendicit
not
believe
a
physician
could
have
is, and °stab- conditions on the Canadian Northern upon examination found the man had
printed on a sheet of cork one-five$13.50 B. Alfred does not wish him to redone him any good early in the i hundredths of
ish regular habits of the bowels. 2154 railway in the
expired.
an inch in thickness.
northwest
are
reportmain."
$1.00 up
morning.
at all druggists.
ed in worse shape than they have
Roundsman Gourieux tesefied
to
75e "The devil take M. Alfred:" DunNext Dr. Frank Boyd was cati:ed
combo answered angrtly. "I ant waitbeen on any western road this year. the OCCaSt011 and of his telephoning
ECVA.N8VH.J.E.
PADUCAH
AND
and spoke of Mr. Fisher being in his
$5.00 ing to speak to some one who cantos
Thirty years ago. Sothern, the ac/tfor
the city physician, who after beAl! freight offices have had. nooffice :ate the afternoon before and
here regularly, and I shall stay until or, lost, while hunting, a gold
CAIRO LIME.
match tices of the embargo on shipments ing told of the dangerous condition
they eome.e
requesting him to see about getting
bax the Prince of Wales (now King west of Karnasach,
(Incorporated)
and Passenger of the man refused to obey instrue?
The woman wrote steadily for a moadmission te Riverside; hospit.-11. He
Edward) had given him. Recently travel limited.
lions of the poece. He telephoned a
it and bring
ment. Then she blotted the pave on
said the sufferer was in a bad con- Kvanstille_pad
It
was
turned
up
by
a
Padscah Packets.
plow,
which
she had been writing and, raisand
th $1.00.
The present tieup has been caused relative of the sick man and another dition.
Sam Sothern, (he son of the loser,
ing her head, looked at hint.
physician
eked to one
summoned
was
,
but It was
by the blizzards stitch have been
A relative of Mr. Fisher stated that
"It Is tab affair of mitre," she said, now has it.
of plate or
sweeping over uestern Canada. It too late.
"but M. Airred has sent for -the police.
he knew of no property the deceased
Patrolman
Until after
Shelby
and Night Clerk
has been reported that from 1,2/010 to
They may nay that you have had to
owned apd had no means of support
An appreciative audience is always
much wine orellat you owe moaey. In
1.500 coaches filled with immigrants Newman, of the hotel, testified to that he knew
of.
either case you will be reuivwed. The ltighly intelligent—from the speak- have been tied up between Emerson the seemiugly suffering man.
(Dal/y Except Sunday.)
taking
On
the
stand- Dr. Williamer's
viewpoint.
'
.police wilbot listen to you. B. Alfree
Mayor Yelser testified he had given
Steamers Joe Fowler and John S.
and St. Vincent, and the suffering at
son
stated
that he saw Otho Maher
has special discretion. It is noealfeir
Hopkins, leave Paducah for Evanstimes his been intense, The blockon the afternoon of March 27 and
of mine," the repeated, 'but If I were
OUT FLOWERS.
ville and way landylgs at 11 a. in.
ale in the ,
- north Is beginning to afmonsieur I would go."
gave him medicine for his condition,
Special excursion rate now In efDuncombe rose Moiety to his feet Motes Carnations, per dot. .... 5041 fect all other lines.
hut refused to send hint to the hosfect from Paducah to Evansville and
and. suintnonIng a waiter, paid his bill. Roses, best grade per doz. .. $1.04
pital.
He said the officers merefy return,
The man produced a second one, dated Roman Hyacinths, white, per
94.10. Elegant music on the
WHY
doz. 5'34
told him the man was at the- station seat.
Gave a torpid liver when Ilerelne. the
a few days back, for a largeatuount.
Tabi unsurpassed.
A choice lot of bedding plants of only
liver
regulator,
will
help you?
"What is the meaning of thisr' he
RED SIDNEY PILLETS but they did not request him to go
These Is no reason why YOU should
all kinds.
asked. "I do not owe you anything."
end -did not inform him of the pasuffer ftem Dyspepsia, Constipation,
STEAMER DICK FOWLER
ESSER
Tres delivery to *ay part of the Chills mid Fever or any liver corneMoneleueeemelaeee with a party lest
'tient being_ In -suchadangerous.iiYour
Cursor
.
GOMPA/411 1;bursday night."
ta._Trhen neckline ;will cure. eau.
he said glibly. "He atty.
C. Watts, WeetellIer Plias writes:
rdition, nor had they asked, him to Leaves Pat acah for afro
Money Back:
and way
-I was pick for a month with chills
promised to pay the next time. I will
11C1111kA IfS 8tt015..
come to the hail at that moment. He landings at 8 a. in sharpe, daily,
and
fever,
and
after
taking
two
botmanager."
cell the
exRIVER.
tles
of Herbine am well anti healthy."
%loth phonate 11111
did not regard the case as an in- cept Sunday. Special excursion rates
Duncombe tore the bill In half mut
lantz's Red Kidney Fillets
Sold by all druggists.
turned away. He bowed to the lady at
digent, and understood that property now Itt effect from Paducah to Cairo
are guaranteed to cure any
the desk.
was in his poseession.
DICE CHOKER ILL.
and return, with or without meek,
CSC of Bright's
Disease,
'1 see that you were right," be said
and_room.
Short fiegurnents were made
Good music and table naby
"1 will leave." _
(except In the last stages)
()ruler Tammany ROAM Said to Be in
Judge Lightfoot In defense of Dr...,surpassed .
"Monsieur Is wise." she answered.
lumbago, Diabetes, RheumaFor further Information apply to
Williamson. He put emphasis on
Poor Health,
without looking up.
tism, Dropsy, Stone in the
tee fact that property was owned by 8. A. Fowler General Pass. gent, or
New York, April 11 —News of the
We have just received
Re left the cafe without speaking to
the patient. City qo;icItor Compbel! Given Fowler, City Pass. Agent, at
Bladder and all Kidney disnnessee Rive* any one further. When he reached the
a line of the finest ita- illness . of Ria-trrd Croker was
pavement hiesepteed a five franc pleee
Fowler-Crun baugh & bo's. class.
trought yastorAy be John Fox, presargued
for the prosecution.
t 4 p. m.
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if
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tionary
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the
market.
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National
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the, argument the
..Master titre.
cording to directions. If they
Hot and Cold Pressed who was a passenger ott the steamer
I aldermen retired to the city clerk's
Cheri 'You know most of the amine; ladies
don't, we refund your money.
office for discussion before voting.
t reeponsible who come bare, I suppoete:," he naked.
Vellum,(English) Grass Kalserin Augustine Victoria. Mr
This
guarantee is In every
elite certsfuly!" the man entelvered.
Fox, the life-long Weed of the former
less collected
linen (French) are some leader of Tammany Hall, cart that
with a andle. ,'Monsieur desire?"
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Subscribe for The has.
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of
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best.
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tient.they
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These are fine import- health. Mr. Fox spent four days at
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free;
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home.
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immediate
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Mr.
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"Thirty-one Rue Pigalle," the man
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Louis and ViokshUrg.
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FlrotIkport, III.
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for
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00010
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See our today's special Is the essential characterlitio of met,
Evansville. Louisville and CinRafts $1 a On.
meows."
[trellis/ 0 K
and women. Invaluable to good huel•
cinnati. Leave Cincinnati every
Wa 1.14. leelatea Preerletrees
Inineonahe thanked him and hailed a
nese men and necessary to hnUmewivrit
25c.
A woman shows good judgment when
carriage.
Wednesday for St/ Louie, Memshe bUye White's tereem Verrelfuge for
"Shall I give mademoiselle any mea
phis an Vickehurte. Pau Paduher hater. The beet worm medtettilli
sage?" the man asked confidentially.
ever offered to mothers. Many Indeed
cah going up every Thursday.
are the sensible mother* wk6 Write es I
"I am going to call for her,",Dun
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Pass Paducah going down every
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frIE PADUCAH EVENING SUN.
A ROYAL TONIC/

Great Pacific I

INTERNATIONAL AFFAIR

Beate Anything We Ever Sold As a Is Dedication of Carnegie InstItutel
Strength Creator and Body Builder.
At Pittsburg.

BASEBALL NEWS

Specials for Saturday, April 13.

ANIERICAN LEAGUE.
Our well-knowa druggist, Mr. W.
Plaslearg, April 12.— The formal
R H E
B. McPherson, is very enthusiastic re-dedication- exercises of the enlargSugar 12 lbe for
1 8 1
over the deactous cod liver prepara- ed Carnegie institute of Pittsburg, St. Louis
lee
2 bars SaPoleo
150.
Chicago
0 6 1
tion, Vino!, which contains no oil. In valued at $6,000,000 and one
Omega Flour, per sack
75c
Hot Coffee said Wafers served
of the
Batteries— Howell and Spencer,
Fancy First Patent Flour,
referring
to the matter, Mr. McPher- most beautiful and complete instifree all day.
son said: "We sell many tonics and tutes of its kind In the world were Altrock and Sullivan.
per sack only
67c
6 lbs Flaked or Chopped
we handle all kinds of remedies that brought to a close for The Clay
2 cans Tomatoes and
1
Hominy for
.15c
with
R H E
claim to be tonics and strength cre- tite announcement of
can Corn
25c
7 !Ds Best Soup Bean . . 2,5c
the Prise wIn.4 5 3
ators, but when our advice is asked i ners In the international art exhibi- Philadelphia
2 cane Homley and 1 can
3 Ms Black Prunes.
26c
Boston
811 6
in regard to a tonic, body-builder or tion.
Peas
a5c
Evaporated Peaches, M
lac
Batteries---Coombes and Sehreck.
strength
creator
we
invariably recThe lirst prize —a gold medal and
Veribest Baked
2 tans
Evaporated Apricots. !b
2ac
ommend Vinol, as we know of noth- $1,a00 went to Gaston Latouche of Young, Tannehill and edger.
Beans ...... •
16c
Evaporated Apples. lb • • lIe
ing
that can compare with it.
Paris, France, and the second— a'
24c can Chunk Pineapple 16c
Fancy Country Dried ApRHE
"In
Vinol modern science has giv- silver medal and $1,000 to Thomas
2 cans 1.5c Corn for
22c
ples, lb
lie
Detroit
2 9 1
en us all of the tonic, body building Eakins, of Philadelphia.
2 cans 15c Peas for
25c
Shredded Cocoanut, Tb
90c
Cleveland
0 3 3
and curative elements of Gait famous
Today the guests attended a con2 wine 20c Peas for
32c
Baker's Cocoa, per can .. Sc
Batteries—
Mullin
and
Schmitz;
cad
remedy,
liver
cod
actually
oil,
ta- cert given in their honor by the
Eagle Milk, per can
16c
24-k: bottle ef Worcester
Liebhardt and Clark.
ken from fresh cods' livers, without Pittsburg orchestra.
3 5c pkaasa.Soda
10e
Sauce for ......
lac
a
drop
the
of
system
clogging
The
oil
ceremonies today, while elab3 5c sacks Salt
10c
25c bottle of Lemon ExR H E
which characterizes
old fasthioned orate,were marked with extreme sim2 bottles Macrine Oil
16c
tract for
lfic
Washington
2
10 1
cod liver oil and emulsions.
plicity.
Addresses of International
2 laic pkgs. Korn Kinks 16c
2 pkgs. 1.0c Mince Meat 16c
3 9 0
"In the most natural manner Vi- importance were delivered by Theo- New York
2 10c pkgs. Spaghetti . • 150
250 bottle Ketchup
16c
Batteries— Hughes and Blanken
ma tones up the digestive organs, dore Von Moeller, German minister
2 bars Bon Ami
1.15c
Vegetable Seeds, per pkg iteac
creates a hearty appetite, makes rich, of state; Paul Doumer, ex-speaker of ship. Orth and Kleinow.
We have just
red blood, and strengthens every or- the French chamber of deputies; Anskirts,
NATIONAL
(direct fro
LEAGUE.
gan in the body.
drew Carnegie, Baron D'Estotirnelles
R H E
"Our faith in Vinol is so strong De Constant member of the French
for us. These skir
Old Phone 1179
206 Broadway
New Phone 1176
6 7 2
that we gladly offer to refund the senate, and Doctor John Rhys, prin- Chicago
seasona'ble materi,
1 4 3
money in every case where it fails cipal of the Jesus college, Oxford St. Louis
Batteries-- Overall and Moran:
of Taffeta bands,
to give satisfaction.", W. B. McPher- University.
Fromme, McGlynn and Marshall.
son, Druggist.
far the largest am
Boston-Brooklyn; wet grounds.
Note—While we are sole agents ADMITS TRAIN WRF.CK EFFORTS
this season. Thej
for Vino' in Paducah, it is now for
RHE
sale at the leading drug store in Ssruthers, 0., land Said to Have ConCincinnati
4 11 1
Both Phones 805.
nearly eve" town and city In the
113 S. 2nd St
fessed to Attempt.
Pittsburg
3
6 4
country. Gook for the Vinol agency
New Castle. Pa., April 12.—EuBatteries—Ewing
and
Schiei;
in your town.
gene Fandozza aged 9 years, of
More goods for less money. Pure Food market news. Again
Phillippl, Liefield Gibson and Phelps.
Struthers, O., is said to have made a
Remember thi
ever' record has been broken in this great grocery speciai.
confession today to Division Superinhave 3 dozen more
New York Forfeits First.
tendent Henry Thorton, of the PennNew York, April 12.— The game
Santos Coffee,
Teas! Teas! Teas!
2 dozen more
Java Brand coffee,
sylvania railroad, that he had twice
was forfeited to Philadelphia 9 to
fresh roasted, three
All grades and
special
attempted to wreck fast trains on the
butes.
0 on account of the home club's inPennsylvania railroad near Lowellpounds
prices
pound
ability to clear the diamond of crowd.
2 dozen more
YOUNG
BOYDSVILLE vale, 0., fourteen miles
west of here. The game was called in the eighth
MEETS UNTIMELY END.
time in White Mol
The first attempt occurred Feb. 6, inning, the score being three to nothThe place to b
when
a shifting crew discovered a ing in favor of the visitors.
10 Ms Sugar
650
250 Broom
23a.
pole,
weighted.
.down
with
stones,
Broadway prices
Broadway
best value for your
58.c
prices
25e
Clothing Caught Fire in Field Where Placed across the main line just beFresh Country Butter, Sae
Local Notes.
Table Salt 3 bags
and
that place is
She Was Burning Cornstalks
fore a fast express was due.
Table Butter Dick Wahl; the Paducaln pitcher,
abc
Broadway prices
hoc
Father.
for
Yesterday afternoon the Pennsyl- returned yesterday afternoon from
Full Cream Cheese ... 20c
10c
1 lb Baking Powder
vania
Broadway
express, eaetbound from Cleve- Augusta, Ga., with his release from
prices
250
Broadway prices
16c
land to Pittsburg, struck another ob- the South Atlantic league team of
Meal, per peck ..... . 15c
Flour, best Patent, .
70c
Broadway prices ..
Mayfield, Ky., April 12.—The peo- etruction in the same vicinity, but that city. "I did not get a fair show,"
Broadway priees
85c
Brahic stated. "I got in Friday night
Lard 214 lbs. ......
ple in and, about Boydsville are in remained on the tracks.
25c
Flour, second Patent
and put on a uniform Saturday. The
6aac
Eating Apples, peck
deep grief over the death of Miss
The boy was taken to Youngstown, .
10,c
Broade ay pric•es
75a
Lemons, dozen
Bernice R066, who died from the ef- where it is said two-charges of train league opened Monday and no Sun150
'day games are played. I worked out
Fancy Head Rice
8 1-3c
Cracked Rice, 5 Ms
fects of being burned
lac
Wednesday. wrecking will be made against him.
DAY.
a little but did not have an opportuBroadway prices .... 12c
CA..aa
Egg-O-See 3 pkgs.
She was the daughter of Mr. Henry
25c
nity
to
show
what
I could do, getting
'c
Santa Clara Prunes
Rolled Oats 3 pkgs.
Ross,
a
prominent
farmer
250
who lives
TOBACCO MARKET.
my release Tuesday." Braille will reBreads-ay prices
10c
Tomato Catsup 3 big quart
near that town. While she was in
main in Paducah to play Independcountry Dried Apples 8 1-3c
bottles
the
field
near
the house assisting in Receipts and Sales For Week
25e
Just ent ball unless he secures an offer
Broadway prices
lye
Sugar Corn 3 cans .
burning some cornsta:ks, her cloth25e
Ending Were Big.
from sane other league team.
Table Peaches wieh Syrup Sc
Broadway prices
ing took fire from the effects of
38c
Not iticluding 2,000 hogsheads of
The Mound City date has been
Broadway prices
150
Early June Peas 3 cans
which she died.
250
Italian, receipts for the week on theibroken and the Culley team will
not
Quart jar Mustard
10c
Broadway prices
The accident h a ppeaed
45c
Tuesday local tobsceo market were 265 hogs- I play in that city
FACE DEADLOCK AT M.
Sunday.
Instead
a
Broadway prices
— laacon. lb
2ac
morning about 14) o'clock, and she heads. Sales aggregated 143
1.0,c
hogs-game will be played here against the
Premium Soda Crackers :1ac
3 boxes Matches
died Wednesday morning a.bout 5 heads. Following Is the report
TOc
for Metropolis Blues. Dick Brahic will Senatorial Candidates 'term
Broadway prices
350
0:41-faehion Lye Hominy 3
o'clock.
the week In hogsheads as compiled pitch for the Culleys and Block will
Hilt Claims to Party Ot
Tomatoes, 2 cans, I can
cans
She was 18 )ears old and was well by Inspector Ed R. Miller:
25c
catch.
Corn or 1 can Peas
2.1ic
2 cans Thistle Peas
beloved by all who knew her.
Madison. Wis., April 12.
Receipts week
25c
265
Broadway prices ..
35e
Broadway prices
nous are that the legislatto
Year
atle
2583 BERLIN HEARS OF NEW
Salmons 1 lb can
1.0%
Se eet Seedless Oranges
LOSES INCUBATOR BABY.
Offerings week
65
ANGLO-SPANISH ALLIANCE deadlocked when the ballo
Broadway prices
150
per dorzen
Year
15e
449
Berlin April 12.— The Tageblatt United States senator beg
Oil Sardines 3 cane
10c
World's Fair Child Awarded to Wo- Rejectionar
Matzas 1 pkg.
6 says 'it is reported in diplomatic cir- Tuesday. The five Republk
lac
Broadway prices
150
Pr. Sampling ......
Evaporated Peaches 3 lb 250
man Who Adopted It.
113 des in Berlin that an Anglo- Spanish dates have refused to rub
Ottawa, 111., April 12.—The decis- Pr. sales ... 4.
84 alliance has been definitely conclud- claims to a party caucus.,
ion of the appellate cotrrt, banded Sales bieek
143 eta on the basis of Spain agreeing in fight wia be made on the Sc
down today awarding the custody of Year
1451 the event of war to place all Spanish legislature. It is-possible th
Congressman Favrot Free. - a-- one grand jury refused to
indict the
the
infant in the world's fair incubaports at the disposal of Great Br- a deadlock continue the 14
congressma
n.,
a6
Baton Rouge. La., April 12. --.-Willson Has His Own Way.
tor baby case to Mrs. Stella Barclay,
tail], the latter, on her part, giving wi:1 adjourn until,neit fall,
Demoeratic Congressman George K.
Favrot last November shot and
of Rochester, N. Y., is directly oppoLouisville, April 12.— The contest Spain her diplomatic Support in all senatorship and other In1Pol
Favrot was set free today after hav- killed Dr. R. H. Aldrich, of Baton
site to the decision of the supreme for the Republioan nomination for matters of foreign policy, as well. as
ing been in jail continuously
for Rouge, who had been his life-long
caurt of Kaneas given otat last Sat- governor Is over, and the announce- financial support in the form of neeabout five months, under arrest on friend.
The congressman declared
ment made iti the Evening Post a canary loans.
a charge of murder and awaiting ac- that the physician had made dispar- urday awarding the child to its
week
ago, that Augustus E. Willson,
mother,
Mrs.
Charlotte
Barclay, of
tion of a grand jury. Today the sea- aging remark., about Mrs. Favrot.
Lawrence, Kan. The baby was seen of Louisville, will receive the nomiYr. Charles Rendition.
in the incubator by Mrs. Barclay, who nation without opposition, is now cerMr. Charles Sandison, of Huntstraced its parentage and persuaded tain of fulfillment. During the last ville, Mo., a brother of Mrs. John
the mother to sign a deed of adop- few days, the following Republicans, Murray, of this city, died Wednesday
tion. Thse infant was left at the in- who considered entering the race, afternoon of paralysis. Mr. Sandiaon
cubator concession by a 9t. Louis have decided not to become candi- visited in Paducah last fall, at the
midwife, who told Mrs. Bleagley it dates, but will go into the harmoni- time of the death of Mr. John Murous arrangement to nominate Mr. ray, and
had been born dead.
made a number of friends
You get handsome, well
Willson by
acclamation:
Judge In Paducah. Mrs. Murray left last
appointed carriages
James Breathitt, Judge W. H. Holt, night to
when I serve you. We
attend the funeral.
HOTEm ARRIVALS.
former Congressman John W. Lewis
give promt personal atPalmer E. A. Hail, Louisville; F.
tention at all times.
and' Mr. E. T. Franks. As Mr. John
M. Edwards, Louisville; H. W. BackW. Yerkes, Judge A. .R. Burnham
us, Cincinnati; 1345-31e-Woolfolk, Louand Chief Justice O'Rear had a:isville; E. D. Lexcrw, New York; W.
ready declared themselves out, no opM. Sanders, Marion; B. C.
. Seay, May- position remains to Mr. Willson, and
field; W. B. Bohn, St. Paul; A. S. the
Republican laaders said teday
l'imniey, Birmingham, Ala.; R. G.
that everything was settled and that
Thorne, Boston;
Edward-- -Robley.
e cOmThI -Republloan slit conOwensboro; W. H. McCollum, Kut- vention would he
the most harmoniThe following reduced rates
tavra: B. F. Key., Mayfield; Adam ous and enthusiastit in the history
The entire stock of Clothing, Shoes, Hats, Caps and
Darling, Denver.
are announqd:
Gents'
of the party.
Furnishing Goods to be sold at less than one-third cost.
Velvederea—A. fogbt, CattkraUa,
Also
Los Angeles, ('al.=-Mystie
a large line of Musical Instruments, Guns, Pistols, Sporting
Ill.; L. H. Allman, Louisville; F. M.
The saddest failure of all is not
,;oods mid Jewelry—all slightly damaged
Shrine
and German Baptist
water. Entire
Lindsay, Louisville; J. D. Lynn, St. to try.
stock must be sold at once, so come and get eaost choice.
Brethren,
April 25th to May
Louis; Harry Baker, Louisville; E A.
18th.
Thomas, St. Louis; W. A. Halley,
Round trip, $60.50,
-Norfolk., Va.
limit July 31st.
New Richmond--G. W. Jordan,
Los Angeles, Cal.—Electric
Evansville; J. L. Haahine, Greenfield,
Medical Association, June 8th
Tenn.: la M. Harris, Tharpe, Tenn.;
to 15th; limit August 31st.
J. C. Carter, Ptottsville; C. F. Meyer,
Evansville: W. C. Robertson, HamRound trip, 160.50.
SATURDAY, APRIL IS.
letsburg, Ill.; J. L. Buford, St. Louis;
Jamestown, Va. — ExposiW. A. Dinwielt, Roof Clare, Ill.; W. 3 Pim. Virginia Sweet Pan Cake
tion,
April 19th to November
Fleur for
250
Fletcher, Brookport; W. F. Caehanan,
4
Mtge
Seeded
Raisins
for
...25c
30th15 days; $23.75. Coach
Russellville; Dr. L. 0. Shemwell,
250
excursions on special dates;
Birdsville; J. W. Downard, West 3 3-11) cans Hotainy for
1 can Fancy Beets for
10c
,a
Point,
118,00 every Tuesday; limit
6 Pkgs. Celluloid Starch fOr
25c
10 days.
The Bankrupt Stock of Max J. Michelson, bought at 37
7 bars Octagon Soap for
25e
GRAND JURY TO REMAIN
6
Plate
Pearane
for
25c
on the dollen is now being sold at prices unheard of. The
For information, apply to
IN 141,19/4/0111 NEXT WEEK.
stock
4 Ma fresh Soda Crackers for
25c
City Ticket Office, Fifth and
The grand jury will not be dismissconsists of Clothing, Shoes, Hats, Caps and Gents' Furnishiug
2 Pkgs. Saratoga rakes for.. .' 25e
ed Saturday as expected, because
Broadway or Union Depot.
loods. Don't fail to give us a call.
jas Navy Beans for
250
several cases of imalartance being In
Peaches per can.
104
Testigated 'cannot be -finiebeda- this
g sacks Salt for
lric
wek. "The grand jury will iernain
Agt City Tieket Office
NEW
1-1k can HI-Lo Baking Powder
In session two or three days next
for
.25c
OB
N
R. M, PRATHER,
week," amid. County Attorney Albeit
II rolls Toilet Paper for. ..,....250
STRAW
Batley. "The jury in working on 3 the
Agent Union Depot
111
Fancy mum tor
26e
HATS
several .1MaOrtant matters."
Pasu
Tb Pkg.'Cod Pleb
Be

GREAT PACIFIC TEA t COFFEE CO.

GREAT cOU THERM TEA AND COFFEE CO

BURNED TO DEATH

40c

38c to 90c

25c

WOMAN oF

sc

This
10c

01
The St(

I

The Best Carriage
Service in Paducah

HARRY

ANDERSON, PHONE 915

Illinois Central
Excursion Bulletin

FIRE, WATER AND SMOKE

The Most 'Fa:
.Priced Line oi

by

Sale Starts Saturday, April 13, 9 a. m.

B. MICHAEL

211 BROADWAY, Near Second Street

DORT AND BRYANT

SPECIALS....

We'e seen in Path
purchaser. We ca
to $5.00 over Broac
and convince your
Special sale of men
or black Bedford

BANKRUPT SALE

123 SOUTH SECOND ST.'
J. J,

Newman, Sale Manager.

For Ladies C
or Misses
A most complete Ii
comprising all the
A saving of at
bill if you buy of u

